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SUMMARY OF PROJECT
Data Base Management and Analysis of Fisheries in Illinois (Project F-69-R(4-6)) is a
continuation of F-69-R(I-3) and F-46-R with significant additions. The Final report is
divided into four Aquatic Ecology Technical Reports, 93/6 through 93/9:
'Fisheries Analysis System (FAS): STATE FAS Database and Programs' (93/6) describes
the design of the new statewide database based on Paradox 4.0. Uploading, text outputs, and
reporting procedures are described. A new set of stand-alone programs to output catch-per-
unit-effort, stock indices, length frequencies, and condition factors from the statewide
database are described. Updates to DOC9 DISTRICT FAS output programs are described, in
addition to a new program that outputs limnological data.
'Fisheries Analysis System (FAS): Creel Survey Analyses' (93/7) summarizes results from
107 annual daytime creels begun in F-69-R(1-3), F-29-D, and continued through F-69-R(4-
6). A highly stratified random design produced 95% confidence limits of ±10-30% of mean
total harvest and ±5-15% of total angling effort for most of the daytime creel surveys, which
included impoundments ranging from 13 to 18,900 acres. Increasing the proportion of day-
periods sampled from 30 to 45-55% improved the precision of estimates on smaller lakes,
but precision was already relatively low for large lakes (with more than one section) at the 25-
35% level. Therefore, sampling costs could be reduced on larger lakes with minimal loss in
precision. Seventy-eight percent of the variation in log(harvest/area) was explained by
log(angler-hours/area). This strong, linear relationship indicated that high angling intensities
did not result in a reduction in total harvest. Also, a preliminary analysis across lakes
suggested that high yields were not obtained at the expense of smaller fish.
'Environmental Classification of Illinois Lakes and Relationships with fish communities'
(93/8) is the first analysis that attempts to classify Illinois lakes according to physico-
chemical features and relate this classification to fish species and guilds. This provides a first
step towards understanding, and eventually managing, groups of ecologically similar lakes,
and to utilizing group members as treatments and controls in experimental management
programs.
Finally, the 'Compendium of 144 Illinois Lakes: bathymetry, physico-chemical features, and
Habitats' (93/9, 2 volumes) contains the first detailed information on a large set of Illinois
lakes of use to managers and researchers. This is a culmination of field work begun during F-
46-R in 1985. Maps indicate bathymetry, shoreline habitat types, and Illinois Department of
Conservation fish sampling locations. Tables describe physical, chemical, and historical
information on each lake.
This technical report is part of the final report of Project F-69-R (4-6), Data Base Management and Analysis of
Fisheries in Impoundments, which was conducted under a memorandum of understanding between the Illinois
Department of Conservation and the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois. The actual work was performed
by the Illinois Natural History Survey, a division of the Department of Energy and Natural Resources. The project
was supported through Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration (Dingell-Johnson) by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, the Illinois Department of Conservation, and the Illinois Natural History Survey. The form, content, and
data interpretation are the responsibility of the University of Illinois and the Illinois Natural History Survey, and
not that of the Illinois Department of Conservation.
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Preface
This report contains a reference to the STATE FAS (Fisheries Analysis System) as
implemented on the Paradox 4.0 commercial database under Project F-69-R(4-6). It
comprises a detailed description of the database design, uploading procedure from
DISTRICT FAS databases, some reporting procedures, and output of text files. In addition,
a series of programs to produce tables of catch per unit effort, stock indices, length
frequencies and condition factors are described. Finally, updates to DISTRICT FAS
programs and one new program to output limnological data are described.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
The Statewide Fisheries Analysis System, STATE FAS, is a PC-based relational data base
created in 1987 under F-69-R to serve as the centralized source for Illinois fisheries data
entered and analyzed through the DISTRICT FAS element of the Fisheries Analysis System
(Bayley, et al. 1989). Since its inception, the STATE FAS has undergone an extended period
of evolution that coincides with the rapid changes in computer technology over the past nine
years. The original STATE FAS database (Bayley, et al. 1987) was designed for the raw
standard fish population survey data collected annually by Illinois Department of
Conservation district managers. The structure of this first version of the database was
basically a relational version of the Apple II e-based District FAS (DOC9) and existed in two
versions. The first was a version for IBM-PC/AT compatible computers, developed using the
commercial relational database management software R:Base System V and distributed for
use by state and regional offices of the IDOC as well as by researchers at the Illinois Natural
History Survey. A parallel version was also developed for the INHS Prime 9955
minicomputer, within the relational database manager INFO. The redundant INFO version of
STATE FAS was created, at that time, to take advantage of the superior processing speed and
mass storage capabilities that the Prime offered researchers (Bayley, et al. 1987). It also
served as a potentially useful tool for integrating fisheries data with geographically based data
sets maintained on the Prime in the Geographic Information System software, ARC/INFO.
By the end of Segment 3 of F-69-R, the development of STATE FAS had significantly
expanded both in design and content (Sobaski and Bayley, 1990). In response to demands
for wider accessibility among PC-equipped IDOC offices and in concert with improvements
in the performance of R:Base, further efforts to expand the database were concentrated on the
R:Base system. These efforts resulted in a significant change in STATE FAS by the fall of
1990, the completion of a creel survey data component. In conjunction with the long-term
program of creel surveys on Illinois impoundments started in 1987 (Bayley, et al. 1990b),
the database in R:Base was expanded to include tables for summaries of angler effort,
harvest, catch, as well as a variety of related information being produced within the Creel
component of District FAS (Bayley, et al. 1990a and Bayley, et al. 1990b). By contrast, the
role of the INFO database was reduced to that of serving as a backup for the fish population
survey data (or DOC9) component of STATE FAS.
During the initial development phase of STATE FAS, through the end of Segment 3 of F-69-
R, R:Base served quite adequately as the core manager of the database. During this time, the
size of STATE FAS was still fairly limited, reaching only 14 Mbytes by the time of the 1990
report. By the following year, though, the size of STATE FAS had begun to expand
significantly, both due to the addition of creel survey data, as well as to an increase in the
volume of DOC9 data being received from district managers. One of the unexpected results
of this growth was that it became increasingly obvious that R:Base was ill-suited for
efficiently working with large subsets of data. Simple reports on fish length frequency data
within STATE FAS, especially those involving any sorting or conditional clauses, usually
took hours rather than minutes to process. In late spring of 1991, the Illinois Department of
Conservation also began to voice concern over the incompatibility of R:Base databases with
the Novell network of IDOC's Springfield office. Given the significant limitations with
R:Base and the lack of any prospects from Microrim, Inc., of solving these problems,
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serious consideration began towards moving STATE FAS into an alternative PC relational
database management package.
At the suggestion of the Division of Fisheries, Paradox 3.5 for DOS (Borland International,
Scotts Valley, CA) was purchased during June of 1991 and evaluations began on its
suitability for STATE FAS. While some concerns existed over the ability of Paradox to
handle the long strings of character data that identify creel data records, as well as its user
friendliness (such as the lack of mouse compatibility), these considerations were outweighed
by the impressive speed and network compatibility of Paradox. Consequently, the decision to
convert the STATE FAS to Paradox was made in conjunction with the Department of
Conservation later that fall. Since then, the focus of database management efforts has
concentrated on developing STATE FAS for Paradox. This was an appropriate decision for
the long-term, but was unfortunate in that the R:Base version was close to being fully
functional and to being distributed to Illinois Department of Conservation managers and
planners.
Since that decision was made, two major developments have occurred with Paradox that have
influenced the rate at which the STATE FAS system was converted to Paradox. The first of
these was the release, late in the summer of 1992, of a major revision of the program,
Paradox 4.0 for DOS. Important improvements to this version included a completely new
user interface, featuring a windows-like system with pull down menus and mouse support,
further enhancement of memory management, and an expansion of the available data types to
include memo and binary fields. The inclusion of a memo type appeared to be significant at
the time, as it seemed to offer a solution to the problems being experienced in converting data
stored as R:Base note fields within the Creel component of STATE FAS. Unfortunately, due
to the very restrictive nature of memo fields, their use had to be abandoned in favor of
redefining or expanding the number of fields within these problem tables. The second
significant event was the long-anticipated release of the Microsoft Windows version of
Paradox in February 1993. The possibility of moving immediately to this version of
Paradox, however, was rejected based on network considerations and the incompatibility of
Paradox Application Language programs with the Windows version. This does not preclude
the use of Paradox 4.0 as a DOS application in Windows.
Another major change has been the elimination of the INHS Prime 9955 computer as an
element of STATE FAS, as it went off-line in June 1992. The DOC9 component of STATE
FAS in INFO remains extant, having been converted to a UNIX compatible format for use
on Sun SPARC workstations. Although.the development of STATE FAS will continue to be
fully focused on the PC system, the INFO version will serve both as a backup and a potential
link for future developments that incorporate fisheries data with GIS based data. In addition,
all lake mapping information from this project has been transferred to our GIS workstation at
the Survey, and is available for transfer to the equivalent Illinois Department of Conservation
workstation.
Although the delays encountered in converting STATE FAS to Paradox have been
unexpectedly lengthy, the decision to move to Paradox appears to have been an excellent one.
The performance of Paradox in searching, sorting, and manipulating large data sets is
impressive (in fact remarkable compared to R:Base 3.0) and it consistently remains one of the
highest-rated relational database management packages for the PC. With the completion of
the design of STATE FAS in Paradox, we anticipate that the distribution of the database can
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occur, following the completion of data verification, late in the summer of 1993.
The potential power of the STATE FAS as a research and management tool is apparent in the
scope of data presently stored in the system. At the time of this report, the STATE FAS is
approximately 28 Mbytes in size, with the majority of records consisting of raw DOC9 data.
Through 1992 IDOC district managers have contributed data from 1,026 sampling surveys,
approximately doubling the number of surveys within STATE FAS since the 1990 report on
F-69-R1-3. These surveys cover nearly 300 state or state-managed impoundments, with time
series of up to 11 years (1981-1991). The Creel component of STATE FAS includes
summary data from all 124 surveys (mostly comprising daytime creels, with some night and
tailwater creels) conducted since 1987 under F-69-R. These cover 53 impoundments
statewide, eight of which have time series of five or more years.
The following chapters of this report describe the STATE FAS that we have developed for
Paradox 4.0. We review the current design of the database and emphasize the changes that
have been made to the system since 1990. Elements of working within Paradox for DOS are
discussed, especially as related to the query and reporting of STATE FAS data. However,
rather than trying to attempt a recreation of the Paradox user manuals, this report presumes a
basic familiarity with the standard features of this package. In addition, we include two
chapters on custom output programs. Chapter 7 describes a set of modules written in C that
output data similar to the BASIC tabular output programs developed to interface with the GM
database on the Apple II e. Chapter 8 describes updates for the Apple II e tabular output
programs, and a new program for reporting limnological data. These updates and addition
will be important for District Managers to maintain their productivity while the gradual
transfer to using the PC-based system takes place.
As the STATE FAS becomes available for Regional and District Managers later in 1993, this
document will be expanded to give more detailed instructions on the use of Paradox
Application Language programs (scripts) being written to simplify the query process, as well
as to present step by step examples of queries and reports created for DOC9 and CREEL
data. In addition to providing documentation, personal user support is essential in making
this database a useful tool for fisheries management. Towards that end, INHS personnel in
Springfield, with input from Champaign, will play an active role in training and assisting
IDOC personnel in the use of this database.
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Chapter 2. Data Base Organization
At the heart of STATE FAS are the 21 permanent data tables and component fields that make
up the database. Like a good filing system, a database should be designed to permit any user
easy access to historical as well as current information, while maintaining that data in an
efficient manner. To that end, the Paradox version of STATE FAS has been designed to
maximize compactness, yet provide complete and quick access to fisheries related data from
state impoundments. The fisheries data in STATE FAS can be logically divided into two
components. The first is fish population survey data uploaded from the DOC9 databases that
IDOC district managers maintain on General Manager on the Apple II es (District FAS). The
second component is composed of summary data from analyses of creel survey interview
data maintained in the CREEL databases of the District FAS. These include, but are not
limited to, all of the summary results annually reported to the Illinois Department of
Conservation.
To optimize the storage requirements of STATE FAS, tables are designed to store data with a
minimum of redundancy. For example, fields such as lake and year, which relate to nearly
every datum in this database, have been replaced in most tables by a single field consisting of
a six character alphanumeric code. Values in this field are specific to unique combinations of
information that identify location (such as the impoundment and station within that
impoundment), time period (either season or year-period) and character (such as type of
anglers creeled) associated with each record of a given table. Specifically these are the fields
FCODE, where each value represents a unique combination of
LAKE-YEAR-STATION-SEASON in the DOC9 component of STATE FAS and
CUCODE where each value represents a unique combination of characters related to a given
creel survey data set, namely the LAKE-YEAR-MAIN STRATA (Year period and lake
sections)-TYPE OF SURVEY (either day or night creel)-SET OF ANGLERS (as determined
by the species of fish sought). FCODE and CUCODE are found in the majority of
permanent data tables in their respective components of the database and each serves as a key
link for combining data from different tables.
To associate lake name and year with fisheries data collected from sampling sessions, the
STATE FAS is thoroughly dependent upon the relational capacity of Paradox. Ordinarily, in
order to extract information from STATE FAS tables, a user will need to access more than
one data table and create a link between them based on like values within one or more
common data fields. This process is what is commonly referred to a creating a one-to-many
relationship within a query of the database. Although this process may seem complicated,
especially to an inexperienced user of relational databases, the Paradox Query by Example
process simplifies the linking of tables, the specification of fields for display, and the setting
of conditions on those fields.
Efficiency is the most important reason for this approach of maintaining data fields that relate
to most every record and table of the database in just a single "reference" table. This saves
time required for processing questions of the database and for storing data. Retaining every
field applicable for each record of every table in the fashion of a spreadsheet would make a
database as comprehensive as STATE FAS impossible to store on many PCs and very
difficult to manage. So, given the coded nature of much of the data within STATE FAS, the
most important step in working with this system is to become familiar with the types of data
(or fields) stored in the database, the names of the tables storing these fields, and how to
relate or link tables for integrating different types of data within the database. To serve this
need, this chapter details the structure and content of tables within both components of
STATE FAS, and notes changes made in transforming this system from the former R:Base
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structure to Paradox 4.0.
DOC9 Component
The design of the DOC9 component of STATE FAS within Paradox remains essentially
unchanged from that described by Sobaski and Bayley (1990). It includes 9 main data tables
(Figure 1) that correspond by name and content to the screens of the DOC9 database in
District-FAS (Bayley, 1990). Because Paradox maintains each database table as a separate
file under DOS, the names of each of the main data tables have now been prefaced with a 'D'
to indicate DOC9 data. For instance 'SCREEN ' is now referred to as 'DSCREEN1',
'SCREEN2' as 'DSCREEN2' and so on. A tenth table, LAKEDIST, serves to link the data
from tables DSCREEN1 and DSCREEN2. Finally, four ancillary data tables, FISHCODE,
GEARTYPE, SEASON, COUNTY interpret coded data occurring within other tables. These
tables may also provide additional data for queries whenever they are linked to a main data
table through a coded field.
The structure of each table, with a few notable exceptions discussed below, and the way that
tables interrelate remains basically unchanged. This has been done to preserve the continuity
of the fish population data as users move from the older versions of FAS (in General
Manager and R:Base) to the Paradox system. The most common change made in moving
from R:Base involved the data types used to define fields. In contrast to the wide variety of
data types offered by R:Base, Paradox fields are limited to a more general set of definitions.
Thus, all fields previously defined as (I)nteger, (R)eal, (NU)meric and (D)ouble precision
now appear as (N)umbers, while (T)ext, (NO)te, and (TI)me fields have been redefined as
(A)lphanumeric.
The main link between tables within the DOC9 component continues to be served by the field
FCODE. This is especially true when FCODE is used in conjunction with other key common
fields within DSCREEN4, such as LAKE, YEAR, STATION, and SEASON. As first
described in Bayley, et al. (1987), FCODE is a field unique to STATE FAS and present in
tables DSCREEN4, DSCREEN5, DSCREEN6, DSCREEN7, DSCREEN8 and
DSCREEN9. To reduce the number of redundant fields and data within the database,
FCODE is used as a substitute for the output fields of impoundment, station, season and year
whenever data from Screens 5 through 9 of DISTRICT FAS (DOC9) are loaded into STATE
FAS. Each value of FCODE represents a unique combination of LAKE, YEAR, STATION,
and SEASON values and consists of a six character alphanumeric string (the letter 'D', for
DOC9, followed by a 5 digit integer). For example, sample data collected from Lake
Springfield in the fall of 1985 have an FCODE value of D00199, D00200, or D00201
depending on which of three stations the sample came from.
Unlike the values within the DSCREEN6 field SAMPLE, which are a composite of a single
code for sampling gear and a sample number, the values of FCODE are meaningless outside
the context of the database. In this respect, FCODE values are analogous to serial numbers
for LAKE-YEAR-STATION-SEASON combinations. The integer values assigned to
FCODE only reflect the sequential order in which data sets were uploaded to STATE FAS.
To find the meaning of any FCODE value, one has to refer to DSCREEN4, the table storing
data specific to the each sampling of a station within a given impoundment Since each record
within DSCREEN4 is unique in its combination of LAKE-YEAR-STATION-SEASON, it is
also unique, by definition, by its value of FCODE. Thus, by adding the field FCODE to the
structure of DSCREEN4 (as it exists as Screen 4 in DISTRICT FAS), it's possible to relate
every record within tables DSCREEN5, DSCREEN6, DSCREEN7, DSCREEN8, and
DSCREEN9 with one and only one combination of LAKE-YEAR-STATION-and SEASON
within DSCREEN4, through FCODE values that the tables share in common. Bridging data
in separate tables together through shared values in one or a combination of common fields is
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the basis of the relational database concept It is this characteristic that gives relational
databases far more flexibility in design and power in data acceess than the hierarchical
databases of programs such as General Manager.
Table Descriptions
A brief synopsis of each table within the DOC9 component of STATE FAS follows, with
emphasis on any distinctions between the previous structure of the table in R:Base and that of
the current Paradox version. A detailed list of the current structure of each table is given in
Appendix A. Figure 1 demonstrates how data tables within the DOC9 component link
together.
DSCREEN1
Each record of this table provides information specific to the IDOC Fisheries District,
including IDOC Region, the current and former district manager, and general comments
regarding samples included in the database.
DSCREEN2
Each record contains descriptive data related to a single lake sampling station. Lake specific
data such as class, location, acreage, depth, shoreline length and station-specific data on
location and shoreline are stored in each record. Starting with the Paradox version of STATE
FAS, a concerted effort is being made to standardize impoundment names in all LAKE fields
of the database. The standard name will be that assigned to the standard water number by the
IDOC Division of Fisheries.
DSCREEN3
This table stores descriptive habitat data, specific to sample sites within a lake station. Each
record is unique for the combination LAKE-SEASON-STATION-SAMPLE and provides
information on location, percentage of shoreline covered, mean distance offshore, hardcover,
and percent riprap associated with a permanent sampling site.
DSCREEN4
This table stores limnological data and other single value descriptive data related to a given
sampling trip. These include the trip date, the names of managers conducting the sampling,
and water level, air temperature, total alkalinity, conductivity, and secchi disk values. As
described above, this table serves as the hub of data retrieval within the DOC9 component of
STATE FAS, because it is the only table that relates to all other tables directly (with the
exception of DSCREEN1) through the FCODE field or through the LAKE field alone or in
combination with SEASON and STATION. Also it is the only table that provides the lake,
year, season, and station identification for data in tables DSCREEN5, DSCREEN6,
DSCREEN7, DSCREEN8, and DSCREEN9.
A new field, SAMPCODE, has been added to this table to serve as a concise, yet meaningful,
equivalent of FCODE. SAMPCODE, when added with the field SAMPLE in DSCREEN7,
serves as the sample identifier for fish length frequency data being exported to the new
STATE FAS tabular output programs for length frequency condition, catch per unit effort,
and stock indices. SAMPCODE is calculated by concatenating values for the IDOC standard
water number for an impoundment, sample year, season code, and station number into a
single alphanumeric string. Although SAMPCODE could serve as an appropriate substitute
for FCODE throughout the database, given that both fields represent the same combinations
of data, FCODE is being retained as the common or linking field throughout the database due
to its compact nature.
DSCREEN5
This table stores information on depth profiles of dissolved oxygen, water temperature, and
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pH taken in conjunction with a sampling session. Generally, several records will exist for
each session, one for each depth sampled.
DSCREEN6
Each record describes sampling effort. This includes the date, start and finish times, gear
used, and percentage of shoreline covered by the sample. Each record also contains the
percentage of weed cover within the sampling zone and identifies any species subsampled,
the maximum total length of individuals subsampled, and the percentage of the total run time
spent sampling that species.
DSCREEN7
Originally, this table mirrored the SCREEN7 table in DISTRICT-FAS (DOC9) by storing
species length frequency data for each sample within the database. The Paradox version of
this table has been expanded to store data summarized from related individual fish
length-weight records within table DSCREEN8. Among these are fields for the average
condition factors of fish for each species size class, calculated as Kn and Wr, along with their
respective sums of squares for each index and the number of individually measured fish that
the means are calculated from. Total frequency values or estimates and an estimate of total
weights for fish of each species-size class have also been added to each record. TFREQ
represents the estimate of the total number of fish collected in a sample after the frequency
value (FREQ) of subsampled species-size classes is scaled up to match the full time period of
sampling. ESTIFREQ is a field created to hold the estimated total frequency after its
calibration for the type of gear used. Until gear calibration efficiency correction factors are
incorporated, this field will be left empty. TWCATCHG holds the estimated total weight of
catch of fish within the given species-size class. Weights of any fish individually weighed are
summed, plus the weights of any unweighed fish in the group are estimated using the
standard species length:weight a, b parameters from table FISHCODE.
Among the original fields in this table, the value stored for the size class bin (TL_CM) has
been multiplied by 10 to covert from 1-cm to 10-mm bins. This has been done for
compatibility with the format required for species length frequency data input by the STATE
FAS Tabular Output programs.
DSCREENS
Each record represents an individual fish length and weight measurement from a specific
sample. Not surprisingly, this table has the largest single file within the STATE FAS
database by far (248,873 records to date) and accounts for much of the storage requirements.
Summarization of these data for each combination of sample-species-and centimeter size class
as mean Kn and Wr condition factors (see DSCREEN7) reduces or eliminates the need for
working with this voluminous data set when producing summary reports. Maintaining
summary data of condition factors as part of the length frequency records of DSCREEN7
will also allow IDOC managers with limited hard disk storage to work with the streamlined
version of STATE FAS (minus DSCREEN8).
DSCREEN9
Each record stores individual fish length (mm) and age data either as determined by scale
and/or otolith count.
LAKEDIST
Each record lists the standard lake name as set by the Illinois Department of Conservation,
the lakes location by IDOC Region and District, and the IDOC standard water number. This
last field, LAKENUMB, is significant because it provides one of two common columns with
the Creel component of the database. It is also used as the first part of the sample
identification string within the DSCREEN4 field SAMPCODE.
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FISHCODE
Each record represents data on a single fish species or species group. Originally created to
provide common and scientific name interpretations to the three character FAS species code
found in tables DSCREEN6,7,8 and 9, this table has been expanded in Paradox to include
the standard length-weight a, b parameters used in calculating relative condition factors
(LeCren's Kn); a, b parameters for calculating condition based on relative weight (Wr); the
minimum quality and stock lengths (mm) for calculating Proportional Stock Densities
(PSDs); and fields for the current Illinois and world species weight records (g). The
maximum reported lengths in millimeters and centimeters for each species are also included
as a general bench mark for eliminating erroneous fish length records. Finally the field C_M
has been added to flag whether species fish length frequency records (DSCREEN7) represent
centimeter (10mm) groupings or single millimeter groupings. This field is important since it
is one of the required inputs for each record of the tabular output programs of STATE FAS
(Chapter 7). This field maintains compatibility with the parallel stream fish database being
developed under F-120-R, in which many small fish species are stored in mm-length groups.
Three fields: FASSP2, FASSP3, and FASSP4 from the R:Base version of this table have
been eliminated. Originally included to serve like named fields in DSCREEN6 with access to
species specific data (such as common names), the need for these columns has been
eliminated by Paradox's ability to link fields of dissimilar names together, provided the fields
have identical definitions and values in common. Species codes in the DSCREEN6 fields of
FASSP2, FASSP3, or FASSP4 can now be linked to data within FISHCODE by simply
selecting the FASSP field in FISHCODE as the linking field.
GEAR
Records within this ancillary data table describes the single character code for gear type found
within values for the field SAMPLE.
SEASON
This ancillary data table gives the season associated with its two-digit season code.
COUNTY
This ancillary table interprets the three-digit code for county found in DSCREEN2. Each
record represents one of the 102 counties in Illinois.
CREEL Component
The Creel component of the STATE FAS database consists of 10 permanent data tables that
store yearly creel survey data collected from state impoundments. It also includes seven
ancillary tables to provide code interpretation. Data loaded into this component include
estimates of total angler effort, harvest and catch per unit effort, data on the average lengths
of completed trips, breakdowns of the angler population by fish species sought and party
size, the average distance travelled by and success ratings of fishing parties, and length
frequency and catch rates per completed trip for specified fish species.
Unlike the DOC9 component, the CREEL component has been designed to store summary
data from analyses of creel survey data, rather than the raw interview data of the surveys.
The reasoning behind this is based on several considerations. The first factor involves current
processing speed and storage capabilities of PC computers. The size of databases on
individual creels in the DISTRICT FAS (Creel) system average around 0.5 Mbytes but attain
sizes up to 2.5 Mbytes for reservoir creels, such as Carlyle and Shelbyville. While
microcomputer technology (especially the processing speed, disk access speed, and memory
and storage capacity) continues to improve dramatically, the requirements for processing
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large sets of individual interview data for multiple lakes or years, especially for calculating
estimates such as angler effort and CPUE is still beyond what most PCs can handle in a
reasonable amount of time. Also, considering that data from 124 creel surveys have been
collected since 1987, uploading all of the raw interview data would require approximately 60-
70 Mbytes of storage space. Realistically, these demands are beyond the capacity of the PCs
currently used by IDOC District Managers. The repetitive disk access needed by such
operations makes them almost prohibitively slow, especially on a database of potentially
enormous size. Thus, minimizing the size and amount of computation required within the
database was an important consideration in designing the Creel component. The second
consideration is that storing raw interview data rather than summarized data would necessitate
the lengthy process of writing and debugging complex C or Fortran output programs for
Paradox; just to produce the same sorts of summaries that are currently created for single
creels at the DISTRICT FAS level. While such programs will be required in the future as the
DISTRICT FAS evolves from the Apple II e to the PC environment, the expense in terms of
time, money, and perhaps most importantly, further delaying the accessibility of all creel
survey data from a single database, is significant. Thus, the Creel component of the STATE
FAS in Paradox, as was true with the R:Base version reported in Sobaski and Bayley
(1990), is designed to store summary data produced from individual surveys by the
DISTRICT FAS (CREEL) interface programs FINAL-EFFORT, FINAL-CATCH, and
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ.
In converting the Creel component from R:Base 3.0 to Paradox 4.0, a similar philosophy to
that used for the DOC9 conversion within STATE FAS was followed. The number of tables,
their structure, and the way they relate together remains essentially unchanged. This has been
done in order to preserve the continuity of the database. Changes to the creel data tables
basically consist of (1) renaming tables in order to comply with the MS-DOS restriction on
file name length, (2) renaming fields for better readability, and (3) redefining field types.
Conversion of field types follows the same pattern as that used for the DOC9 tables.
One significant problem encountered in converting the Creel component was how to define
strings of data that stored in R:Base Note fields, which often exceeded the 255 character
capacity of Paradox alphanumeric fields. This occurs regularly in the Creel analysis
identification table, CIDTABLE, where lengthy strings are used to identify the main strata
and coalescing schemes used for analyses (MSTRATSAMPLED and
MSTRATCOALESCED). Because these fields provide important criteria for determining the
value of the main linking fields within each of the creel data tables, efforts were made to
maintain these strings in their entirety.
Initially we attempted to utilize the Memo data type of Paradox 4.0. Like the Note field in
R:Base, the Memo field offers nearly limitless capacity for the storage of data and requires
less storage space than a similarly sized alphanumeric field. Unfortunately, their utility within
the Creel component is very limited. Memo fields cannot be used for linking tables, cannot be
keyed, nor can data strings in excess of 240 characters be displayed in a normal view or
query of the data table. There are also strict limitations on the ability to add data to tables with
memo fields. Finally, since memo data are maintained in a file separate from the remainder of
the data table, there is a very real danger of corrupting a database table by forgetting to copy
or accidentally deleting the companion memo file. This characteristic also makes their use
problematic for network access of data, such as through the Novell network used by the
IDOC in Springfield.
Consequently, the inelegant solution of assigning the maximum available string size to long
alphanumeric fields or splitting these fields into several long parts has been used for
converting those data. Fortunately the increase in storage requirements caused by using long
field definitions should be minor. This is because (NO)te fields were used in only three tables
of the Creel component: the CIDTABLE (which maintains just a single record for every creel
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survey analysis uploaded to the database), CCOMMENT (which consists of a single record
of comments on each survey in the database), and CDESIGN (which used note fields for
storing section descriptions and comments on each main stratum of individual surveys).
The last significant change made to the Creel component involves the keying , or internal
indexing, of fields to improve the efficiency of data searches. This feature has not been
employed as it had been with R:Base. Unlike keys within R:Base, keyed fields in Paradox
cannot store duplicate values and they must appear as the first field within a table. Both of
these restrictions are incompatible with the current design of the Creel component.
Fortunately, the necessity of keying fields for improving processing speed in STATE FAS
has decreased dramatically with the conversion to Paradox, given the speed with which
Paradox normally processes queries. Thus, the absence of keys shouldn't prove a hinderance
to normal queries or reporting of STATE FAS data.
Table descriptions:
The following description of tables in the Creel component is essentially unchanged from that
given in Sobaski and Bayley (1990). Its repetition serves to make this document a more
valuable stand alone reference, especially for users unfamiliar with the Creel component of
STATE FAS. Whenever changes to table names have been made, the former STATE FAS
R:Base name is given in parentheses. All fields, including those with name changes, are
referred to only by their current name.
The ten permanent data tables of the CREEL component of the STATE FAS can be
subdivided into four categories:
(1) Tables relating to the identification of individual creel surveys and the analysis of data
from those surveys (CIDTABLE and CIDTEMP),
(2) Tables related to the design of the survey (CDESIGN and CCOMMENT),
(3) Tables related to standard creel data summaries (CEFFORT and CCATCH), i.e., data
related to angler effort, harvest and catch, and
(4) Tables related to supplementary creel data (CTRIPSUM, CSPSOUGT, CPARTYSZ,
CCTFRATE, and CLFREQ) such as the length of completed trips, length frequencies of
creeled fish, average catch rate of completed trip anglers, and other results calculated by the
DISTRICT-FAS program COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ.
Using a similar name convention to that of the DISTRICT DOC9 component, the main data
tables of CREEL are readily identified by their 'C' preface (e.g., CIDTABLE), while
ancillary tables bear the name of the coded field which they interpret plus the word 'TEXT
(e.g. DNTEXT, which explains codes of the field D_N). The organization of the CREEL
component of STATE FAS and a detailed listing and description of tables and fields is given
in Figure 2 and Appendix B.
CIDITABLE
The CREEL component of STATE FAS is governed by the table CIDTABLE. Like
DSCREEN4 in the DOC9 component, it is the only data table that can be directly related to
every other permanent table within the CREEL component (Figure 2). Since the Creel
component of STATE FAS consists of data summarized from the creel analysis programs of
DISTRICT FAS, each record is identified by the data set that it came with as well as how that
data set was analyzed. To serve as a reference for this identification, CIDTABLE stores data
unique to each analysis of creel survey data loaded into Paradox. Data within each record
include the name of the impoundment creeled (LAKE), the starting year of the creel (YEAR),
whether the creel was conducted in the daytime or at night (DN), the main strata or year
periods and lake sections analyzed (MSTRATSAMP along with the field MSTRATSAMP+),
and the types of anglers (defined by species of fish sought) included in the analysis
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SPP_SOUGHT is set to 'ALL'.
Because all creel survey data sets or subsets are defined by unique combinations of these six
variables, an additional field, CUCODE, the Creel Universal Linking Code, was created as
a code for this set of fields. CUCODE, like FCODE in the DOC9 component, is used as the
main link in relating the summary data within a main Creel data table with lake-specific
variables within CIDTABLE. CUCODE is also an important link in relating different types of
output data (such as effort with catch data) to one another. The alphanumeric format of
CUCODE is identical to that of FCODE, except that 'C' precedes the five digit number (e.g.
C00001). Like FCODE, the value of the 5 digit number is set only by the order that the data
set was loaded into Paradox.
CUCODE is present in all data tables with the exception of the two creel design tables,
CDESIGN and CCOMMENT. Links to these two tables are made using lake name, the year
of the creel, and the nature (D_N) of the creel. This is because data within these tables are
specific to how an impoundment was sampled, rather than how data from that survey were
analyzed.
In addition to CUCODE, creel data can be further identified by the stratification scheme used
in the analysis, if the analyzed data are effort, harvest, and catch data. Four other fields in
CIDTABLE maintain information on the degree of stratification retained for an uploaded data
analysis.
The fields MSTRATCOAL and MSTRATCOAL+ store the identity just of the main strata that
were coalesced for a given analysis. The concatenation of these two fields is equal to the
Note field MSTRATCOALESCED in the former R:Base version of CIDTABLE. Whenever
the length of the string listing the main strata coalesced exceeds 255 characters, the string is
parsed, with the portion in excess of 255 characters being stored in MSTRATCOAL+.
The complete list of main strata (year periods and lake sections) included in the creel survey
analysis is given by the fields MSTRATSAMP and MSTRATSAMP+ (formerly R:Base note
field MSTRATSAMPLED). Again, whenever records are imported to CIDTABLE, with the
data string identifying the main strata sampled exceeding 255 characters, that string is parsed
in the same fashion as for MSTRATCOAL and MSTRATCOAL+. Main strata in these fields
are listed in the format: 'YPMM /DD,S# ', where MM and DD give the date of start of the
year period and # the lake section number. In MSTRATCOAL and MSTRATCOAL+,
coalesced strata are joined by the character '+', while stratified strata are separated by a
blank. Whenever stratification was retained for all main strata analyzed, the value for
MSTRATCOAL is simply assigned a blank.
The other two fields indicating the degree of stratification used in a creel analysis in
DISTRICT FAS are DAYCOAL and WHCOAL. DAYCOAL denotes the stratification of day
periods, while field WHCOAL denotes the stratification of the day types (Weekday vs.
Holiday/Weekend). Because these two strata can only be coalesced across all year periods
and sections, these fields are set to 'S' for stratified or 'C' for coalesced.
The values of MSTRATCOAL, MSTRATCOAL+, DAYCOAL, WHCOAL are a necessary
part of the identity of each estimate (or record) of effort, harvest, and catch data stored in
STATE FAS. This is because the computation of these estimates is directly influenced by the
stratification scheme chosen for that specific analysis. To uniquely identify the stratification
scheme, as defined by these fields, a second linking field, CSCODE (the Creel Stratification
Linking Code) exists in CIDTABLE. CSCODE is a numeric field whose value is set by the
number of analyses, with different stratification schemes, already loaded into the database for
a given creel data set (i.e. value of CUCODE). When used in concert with CUCODE in
Paradox queries, CSCODE directly links each record of the standard output tables
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Paradox queries, CSCODE directly links each record of the standard output tables
CEFFORT (effort summary data) and CCATCH (harvest and catch summary data), to data
within the fields of CIDTABLE. This also indirectly links these tables to any other table
separately linked to CIDTABLE.
Conversely, tables possessing supplementary and completed trip information require only the
CUCODE field to relate to CIDTABLE, because calculation of their summary data are not
influenced by how the data are stratified. To retain a one-to-many relationship between
CIDTABLE and the supplementary and completed trip data tables (CTRIPSUM,
CPARTYSZ, CSPSOUGT, CCTFRATE, and CLFREQ), any link to CIDTABLE should be
to the single record that represents the best stratification scheme used in producing effort,
harvest, and catch estimates. To accomplish this, any query involving these tables joined
with CIDTABLE should add the condition of = 'Y' on the CIDTABLE field CQUAL4.
CQUAL4 is an alphanumeric field that flags the CIDTABLE record representing the optimal
stratification scheme used in the analysis of a particular creel data set.
While the copy of STATE FAS planned for general distribution will contain only results from
analyses yielding the most precise estimates (hence there will be only one CIDTABLE record
per creel data set) the inclusion of CQUAL4 is relevant to research situations where the
results of alternative analyses are loaded to the database. Such would be the case when
examining the influence of stratification design on the precision of survey results. For general
use, setting the condition of "CQUAL4 = Y" selects the best creel information for use in
queries and reports and prevents the inclusion of redundant information. By definition, for a
single value of CUCODE, only one CSCODE record can be assigned as the best stratification
scheme (CQUAL4 = 'Y). All other CSCODE records (i.e. alternative coalescing schemes
for a given set of lake-year-day/night-year period/section- species sought data) will have a
CQUAL4 value of 'N'.
The third important linking field within CIDTABLE is LAKENUMB. As explained in the
DOC9 component of the database, LAKENUMB standardizes the identification of lakes
through the use of an integer code. This allows records from the same impoundment, but
saved under different lake names, to be interrelated. Using LAKENUMB as a linking field
can be especially important when attempting to relate tables from the CREEL component of
STATE FAS to those of DOC9, given the potential for a variety of names for the same
impoundment within the database. However, all attempts will be made to maintain data using
only standard lakes names within STATE FAS.
The remaining fields in CIDTABLE either (a) hold information that relate to a given creel
analysis in a one-to-one manner (i.e. only one possible value exists for the field, given the
values of CUCODE and CSCODE), or are (b) qualifiers that flag conditions that are useful as
criteria when subselecting data for reporting.
Falling under category (a) are the fields SRATIO, EFRATIO, NOINT, and
SPP_CAUGHT. Also in this group is ANLCOMMENT, a field which stores comments
pertaining to the creel analysis that users can optionally enter during the data upload process.
Qualifier fields under category (b) in addition to QUAL4 (described above) are:
CQUAL1, which contains text codes denoting a special creel (e.g. 'I' = ice creels, 'W' =
an analysis restricted to the just the warmwater arms of cooling lakes = 'W');
CQUAL2, which contains a two digit code for the season that the survey was performed
in (using the DOC9 convention of 11 = spring, 21 = summer; 31 = fall, 41 = winter);
CQUAL3, which indicates whether or not all lake sections have been included in the creel
analysis ('A' = All sections, 'P' = a partial set of sections); and
COMFLAG, which flags whether general comments pertaining to the entire creel,
especially in terms of problems in the execution of the creel, exist in the table CCOMMENT (
'Y' = a comment exist, 'N' = no comment field).
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CIDTEMP - (formerly CIDSCRATCH in R:Base)
CIDTEMP is a table created to temporarily hold data destined for CIDTABLE during the data
upload process. CIDTEMP holds records for the first 16 fields of CIDTABLE, while the
CUCODE and CSCODE are being determined for the record. Similar temporary tables exist
for each permanent data table within the Creel component (Fig. 3).
CEFFORT
CEFFORT contains summaries of angler effort calculated by the DISTRICT-FAS (CREEL)
program FINAL-EFFORT. Records in CEFFORT are first identified by the CUCODE and
CSCODE which identify the analysis used to calculate the data. Records are then further
identified by day-period (field DPER) and by boat/shore stratum (field BSST). The number
of records that may be uploaded to CEFFORT from a single analysis may vary between 3
(effort for the full day, i.e. DPER = 4, for BSST = 'B', 'S', and 'ST) and 16 (full day, plus
each separate day period, for boat only, shore only, boat/shore stratified, and boat/shore
coalesced).
Data fields in CEFFORT follow the order of data displayed in the tabular output of FINAL-
EFFORT. For each day-period and single or combined angler-types (boat-shore), the
estimated total angler hours for weekdays (Field WANGHR), weekend/holidays (Field
HANGHR), and the stratum total, TANGHR (the sum of WANGHR and HANGHR), as
well as the percentage of the total angler-hours actually interviewed for each field
(W%EFFINT, H%EFFINT, and T%EFFINT) are given. Also included in each record are
the standard error, degrees of freedom, and associated t-value (p= .05) for each of the total
angler-hour estimates. Standard error fields are identified by an "SE" preceding the name of
the angler-hour field. Similarly, degrees of freedom and t-value fields are prefaced by "DF"
and "TV", respectively. For example, with respect to total weekend/holiday effort
(HANGHR), the standard error is found in field SEHANGHR, while the degrees of freedom
and t-value are stored in DFHANGHR and TVHANGHR, respectively.
Estimates of Hours fished/Acre and 95% confidence interval ranges were omitted from
CEFFORT, primarily to save space in the permanent database. However, both values can
easily be calculated within Paradox. The choice of loading standard errors, degrees of
freedom and associated t-values was made to provide users with the necessary data to
recompute confidence intervals for different alpha-values, but, more importantly, provide
variance estimates for data analyses by statistical packages outside of Paradox.
Angling intensity is obtained by dividing the total angler-hours estimate (WANGHR,
HANGHR, or TANGHR) by the creeled acreage of the lake (field C_ACRES from
CIDTABLE). Confidence intervals (95%) for each effort total are calculated by multiplying
the standard error of the effort total by the t-value for the effort total. For example, the 95%
confidence interval for HANGHR is equal to SEHANGHR * TVHANGR. The upper and
lower confidence range values displayed in the FINAL-EFFORT tables are obtained by
adding and subtracting the 95% confidence interval from the effort total, respectively. The
confidence interval as percentage of the estimate (shown in parentheses following the 95%
confidence interval ranges in FINAL-EFFORT tables) is obtained by dividing the 95%
confidence interval (i.e., standard error * t-value) by the associated effort total and
multiplying by 100.
Records in CEFFORT have values in all 16 fields with one exception. Where analyses have
been run with weekday/weekend strata coalesced (i.e. WHCOAL = 'C' in CIDTABLE) only
the fields CUCODE, CSCODE, DPER, BSST, and TANGHR through T%EFFINT will
have data. Fields specific to weekday total effort (e.g., WANGHR) and weekend total effort
(HANGHR) are left blank when WHCOAL = 'C'. For analyses where a stratification
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scheme of day-periods coalesced was used (DAYCOAL = 'C' in CIDTABLE), such as with
night creel data analyses (D_N = 'N' in CIDTABLE), each record will contain a full
complement of data; however, only full day effort records (DPER = 4) are loaded to
CEFFORT.
The default set of data being loaded into STATE FAS from each survey include effort
estimates for the full day and each day period (DPER = 1 through 4) for Boat and Shore
Anglers separately and the STRATIFIED total of Boat and Shore Anglers. These are the
same results in the final reports distributed annually to IDOC Fisheries Managers.
CEFFORT is related to table CIDTABLE through fields CUCODE and CSCODE and to table
CCATCH through these two fields plus fields DPER and BSST. CEFFORT can also be
indirectly related to completed trip and supplementary creel data (tables CTRIPSUM,
CPARTYSZ, CSPSOUGT, CCTFRATE, and CLFREQ) by first relating to CIDTABLE.
CCATCH
CCATCH contains summaries of fish harvest and catch data calculated by the
DISTRICT-FAS (CREEL) program FINAL-CATCH. Like CEFFORT, records in CCATCH
are first identified by the CUCODE and CSCODE values representing the analysis used to
calculate the data, then further identified by day-period (field DPER) and by boat/shore
stratum (BSST). In addition to these fields, each record is unique to a species (FASSP) or to
the total of all species (FASSP = TOT') and to its status as either a harvest or catch record
(H_C).
The estimates given in each harvest and catch record follow the order displayed in the tabular
output of FINAL-CATCH. These include:
(i) number of fish per hour taken (field NFHR),
(ii) total number of fish taken (TOTFISH),
(iii) number of fish per hectare (NFHA),
(iv) kilograms of fish per hour taken (KGFHR),
(v) total kilograms of fish taken (TOTKG),
(vi) kilograms of fish per hectare (KGFHA), and
(vii) average weight of fish in grams (AVGWT).
English equivalents of items (iii)-(vii) for each record of CCATCH are also provided within
the table and are computed by the PAL routine CSTNDUPL during the uploading of data
from FINAL-CATCH. These fields are NFACRE (#/acre), LBFHR (lbs./hr), TOTLB (total
lbs. of fish), LBFACRE (lbs./acre), and AVGWTLB (average fish weight in lbs.),
respectively. Like CEFFORT, standard errors, degrees of freedom, and t-values are stored
for fields NFHR, TOTFISH, KGFHR, and TOTKG. Field names for these statistics follow
the same convention used in CEFFORT, where the name of the field defining an estimated
rate or total is a prefaced with 'SE', 'DF, or 'TV'. The degree of freedom and associated
t-values of English fields are identical to those of their metric equivalents, hence they are not
duplicated. Standard errors for English fields are also omitted from the database. These are
easily calculated for reports, however, by multiplying the equivalent metric standard error
field by the metric:english conversion factor used to calculate the English field. For example,
to compute standard errors for total pounds of fish data (field TOTFISH), the standard error
for total kilograms of fish (field SETOTKG) is multiplied by the Metric to English
conversion factor of 2.20462. Recalculation of 95% confidence intervals follows the
instructions given within the description of table CEFFORT.
Currently, only the standard full day outputs of FINAL-CATCH (i.e. DPER = 4 ) are being
uploaded to CCATCH. However, the field DPER is included in this table to prevent the
mislinkage of single day-period records from CEFFORT with full day harvest or catch data.
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Since CCATCH data originates from standard FINAL-CATCH runs, records are restricted to
estimates for combined angler types calculated either as coalesced (BSST = ' CO) or
stratified (BSST = 'ST'). In most cases only records of boat /shore stratified will be loaded
to STATE FAS, since these have consistently provided the most precise estimates of harvest
and catch.
The individual species data loaded to the table is dependent solely upon the set of species
specified for STATCALC in DISTRICT FAS prior to the FINAL-CATCH analysis (Bayley
et al. 1990b). A maximum of 9 individual species can be analyzed per STATCALC run. To
produce individual species harvest and catch data on an additional set of species,
STATCALC is simply repeated on the same creel survey data set using the same stratification
scheme (i.e. the same values of CUCODE and CSCODE). When data from such repeated
runs are stored in CCATCH, duplicate records for the grand total of all species (FASSP =
'TOT), are automatically eliminated.
Records for "MSC" records, the miscellaneous species code, are also excluded from
CCATCH. MSC is meaningless outside the general context of what percentage of total
harvest or catch is unexplained by the individual species chosen for a single STATCALC
run.
Harvest records (field H_C = 'H') and catch records (HC = 'C') are loaded to CCATCH
for each species and the overall total. When species selected in STATCALC are absent from
the harvest or catch category, an abbreviated record is written to CCATCH. These records
contain data for the fields CSCODE, DPER, BSST, FASSP, and H_C followed by null
values for the remaining fields.
Each data set (CUCODE) and stratification scheme (CSCODE) loaded to CCATCH can
contain as few as four records (one species plus the overall total for DPER = 4, for harvest
and catch, with BSST = 'ST' or 'CO') or as many as 40 from a single FINAL-CATCH
analysis (9 species and total, for both BSST = 'ST' and BSST = 'CO', for H_C = 'H' and
H_C = 'C'). The maximum number of records from a given creel data set for a single
analysis scheme is limited only by the number of individual species analyzed.
CCATCH is related to table CIDTABLE through fields CUCODE and CSCODE and to table
CEFFORT through these two fields plus fields DPER and BSST. CCATCH can also be
related to completed trip and supplementary creel data (tables CTRIPSUM, CPARTYSZ,
CSPSOUGT, CCTFRATE, and CLFREQ) by first relating to CIDTABLE. CCATCH can
also be related to DOC9 table FISHCODE through FASSP.
CDESIGN (formerly CSTRATA in R:Base)
CDESIGN is one of two tables in STATE FAS that store data on the design of creel surveys.
The records of CDESIGN are nearly identical to the those found in Screen 4 of DISTRICT
FAS (CREEL90) data bases (Bayley et al. 1990b). For each creel survey, a single record is
written for each of the survey's main strata (year-period-lake section combination). This table
includes:
(i) the starting and ending dates for the year period in julian and calendar format;
(ii) the average number of shifts worked per week in the stratum,
(iii) the average fishable hours/day
(iv) the starting times of each day period,
(v) the time or effective hours used to scale up instantaneous counts for each day period,
(vi) the lake section's creeled acreage,
(vii) the number of weekend and holiday dates within the stratum,
(viii) comments regarding the lake section within the stratum, and
(ix) comments regarding the execution of the creel design within the stratum.
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The number of records loaded into the table for each creel are equal to the number of main
strata in the survey design. CDESIGN is related to tables CCOMMENT and CIDTABLE
through the combination of fields LAKE, YEAR, and D_N.
CCOMMENT
CCOMMENT is the second STATE FAS table related to creel survey design. Each record is
identified with a creel survey through the fields LAKE, YEAR, and D_N, followed by a note
field containing comments related to the execution of the creel design. The source of data in
field CREELCOM is the comment field in Screen 2 of DISTRICT FAS (CREEL90) data
bases (Bayley et al. 1990b). CREELCOM is provided to note changes made or problems
incurred while conducting the creel survey.
One record per creel survey is uploaded to CCOMMENT. When a record is loaded for a
survey the comment flag field, COMFLAG, in table CIDTABLE, is set to 'Y' for all
CIDTABLE records related to that survey. Null records are not uploaded when comments are
absent from Screen 2. CCOMMENT is related to tables CDESIGN and CIDTABLE through
the combination of fields LAKE, YEAR, and D_N.
CTRIPSUM
CTRIPSUM contains summary data related to interview totals, the length of completed
fishing trips, and the distance travelled and success ratings of all fishing trips surveyed. A
record for CTRIPSUM is generated from each run of the DISTRICT FAS (CREEL) program
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ (Bayley et al. 1990b). Because COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ
analyses calculate simple sample means rather than means weighted by strata, the
stratification scheme used in other analyses is not applicable to CTRIPSUM. Each record is
identified solely by its CUCODE, that is, the identification of the survey data set analyzed,
rather than by both CUCODE and CSCODE.
Only one record is written to CTRIPSUM for each value of CUCODE. The data stored in
each record are those having only one value for a given data set analyzed. These data include:
(i) total number of interviews for:
(a) all trips - complete .nd incomplete (TOTINT),
(b) all completed trips (CTRIPTOT),
(c) completed trips split between consecutive day periods (SPLITCTRIP#),
(d) completed boat trips (BCTRIP#), and
(e) completed shore trips (SCTRIP#);
(ii) the average hours fish per completed trip for:
(a) boat interviews only (XBCTHR),
(b) shore interviews only (XSCTHR), and
(c) all completed trip interviews (XCTHR);
(iii) the minimum and maximum hours fished for completed trips from:
(a) boat interviews (MINBCTRIP and MAXBCTRIP respectively),
(b) shore interviews (MINSCTRIP and MAXSCTRIP), and
(c) all completed trip interviews (MINCTRIP and MAXCTRIP);
(iv) the average miles travelled by all fishing parties (XDISTRV), plus the minimum
(MINDIST) and maximum (MAXDIST) distances travelled and the number of interviews
reporting distance travelled (NDIST);
(v) the average fishing success rating of all parties interviewed (XSUCCS), plus the
minimum (MINSUCCS) and maximum (MAXSUCCS) ratings and the number of interviews
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reporting success (NSUCCESS); and
(vi) the number of interviews where an illegal catch was noted by the creel clerk
(NILLEGAL).
Also included with each average (XBCTHR, XSCTHR, XCTHR, XDISTRV, and
XSUCCS) are the standard error and the associated t-value for the average. These fields
follow the same name convention used in table CEFFORT, where the field name for the
average is prefaced with either an 'SE' or TV'. Unlike tables CEFFORT or CCATCH, the
degrees of freedom for each mean are not stored, because the total sample size for each mean
(i.e., the number of interviews) is saved. Degrees of freedom are the number of interviews
minus 1 (e.g., the degrees of freedom for the overall mean hrs. fished/completed trip,
XCTHR, is calculated as CTRIPTOT - 1).
Also, in contrast to the standard output tables, the lower and upper 95% confidence limits for
each mean are stored in CTRIPSUM. These statistics have been included due to their minor
storage requirements within the database (one number per data set for each of 10 fields) as
opposed to that of data in CEFFORT and CCATCH (multiple records per data set).
Following the convention of names for standard error and t-value fields, the lower and upper
95% confidence interval fields incorporate the name of the associated mean field preceded by
either an 'LCI' for lower confidence limit or 'UCI' for upper confidence limit. For example,
the fields that store lower and upper 95% confidence intervals for the mean success rating
(field XSUCCS) are LCIXSUCCS and UCIXSUCCS.
As noted above, when this and other tables containing COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ outputs
(namely CSPSOUGT, CPARTYSZ, CCTFRATE, and CLFREQ) are related to table
CIDTABLE, linking with field CUCODE should be accompanied by the CIDTABLE
condition of field CQUAL4 equals 'Y'. This ensures that complete trip/supplementary data
are linked to the results of the best analysis run on a given creel data set. Failure to do so
could lead to unpredictable linking with less accurate estimates where multiple analyses have
been loaded to the data base.
CSPSOUGT (formerly CSPSOUGHT in R:Base)
CSPSOUGT stores a breakdown of all interviews by the species sought reported by the
angler or angler party. Data are stored in a format similar to the tabular output from
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ. Each record consists of a CUCODE value identifying the data
set analyzed, followed by the FAS fish species or species group code (FASSP), the number
of interviews reporting that species as sought (NO_INT), and what percentage of the total
interviews that was accounted for by this group (PCTTINT).
The number of records loaded to CSPSOUGT from each creel data set depends on the
number of species or species groups declared in the interviews of that data set. For instance,
only one record appears when the data set analyzed was selected for one type of angler (e.g.
SPP_SOUGHT = 'LMB' in CIDTABLE).
CSPSOUGT is linked directly to CIDTABLE and other COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ data
tables and secondarily to CEFFORT and CCATCH through field CUCODE with the
condition of CQUAL4 = 'Y'. Records may also be linked to table FISHCODE through field
FASSP to obtain common and scientific names for species codes stored in FASSP.
CPARTYSZ (formerly CPARTYSIZE in R:Base)
CPARTYSZ is organized like CSPSOUGT, with angler party size substituted for species
sought Again, data are stored in a similar fashion to their tabular output from
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ. Each record is first identified by its CUCODE to refer to the
data set analyzed, then by party size (field PARTYSIZE). Associated data within each record
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are the number of boat (NBOATINT) and shore (NSHORINT) angler interviews for the
corresponding party size.
Up to 10 records may exist for a given data set (PARTYSIZE = 1 through 10). A
PARTYSIZE = 10 actually represents 10 or more anglers, as in the tabular output of
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ. Records of party size are loaded for CPARTYSZ only when
there are either boat and/or shore interviews corresponding to a given party size. This
prevents the storage of numerous null records in the database.
CPARTYSZ is linked directly to CIDTABLE and other COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ data
tables through the CUCODE field and secondarily to CEFFORT and CCATCH through field
CUCODE with the condition of "WHERE CQUAL4 = 'Y'".
CCTFRATE
CCTFRATE contains data which divide all completed trip interviews, regardless of type, by
the catch per angler of each party. Data loaded into CCTFRATE originate from
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ analyses, thus field values and restrictions reflect those of the
second page of tabular output from this program (Bayley et al. 1990b).
Each record in CCTFRATE is first identified by its CUCODE, which specifies the data set
analyzed. It is then identified by the species/species group (FASSP) and centimeter size class
limit (SIZECL) specified in COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ. Finally, each record is identified
by the number of fish taken per angler (NFISH) for the associated species and size class. The
number of completed trip anglers harvesting (field HNANGLER) or releasing (field
RNANGLER) fish for the corresponding species, size, and catch rate are given in the final
fields.
Field SIZECL contains the operator (either <,=,>) used to restrict the size of fish analyzed,
plus the specified length in centimeters. For analyses where no size restriction has been set
(the default for data upload to STATE FAS), SIZECL is set to 'ALL'. Values of NFISH can
range from 0 to 31 + for all species-size classes analyzed. This differs from the output of
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ, where the first species-size class specified divides completed
trip anglers between catches of 0 to 15+. Records are loaded to CCTFRATE only when
there are anglers corresponding to either the harvested or released number of fish given in
field NFISH. This prevents numerous records of null data (HNANGLER = 0 and
RNANGLER = 0) from being loaded to the database.
The number of records for a given data set (i.e. value of CUCODE) depends partly on the
number of species and size classes analyzed. Information for CCTFRATE may be analyzed
for three combinations of species and size classes per COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ run.
Subsequent runs can add further combinations, but the upload process checks to prevent
duplicate data storage in CCTFRATE.
CCTFRATE is linked directly to CIDTABLE and other tables derived from
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ. It is secondarily linked to CEFFORT and CCATCH through
field CUCODE with the condition of "WHERE CQUAL4 = 'Y'". Records may also be
linked to table FISHCODE, through the field FASSP, to obtain common and scientific names
for the species codes stored in FASSP.
CLEREO
CLFREQ is comprised of length frequency data for selected fish species or species groups.
CLFREQ is analogous to the first five fields in DSCREEN7 in the DOC9 Component, and
structured in the same fashion to assure compatibility with any application programs that
work with length frequency data. Records contain a FAS fish code (FASSP), a total length
size class (to the lowest whole centimeter) (TL_CM), the frequency of fish (FREQ) within
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work with length frequency data. Records contain a FAS fish code (FASSP), a total length
size class (to the lowest whole centimeter) (TL_CM), the frequency of fish (FREQ) within
that size class for that species, the CUCODE to identify the data set analyzed, and a coded
field (HR) designating whether the record is for harvested or released fish.
CLFREQ data originate from COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ runs, with length frequency data
for up to three species being extracted per run. Every creel survey within STATE FAS will
have data from a minimum three species in this table. Data on additional fish species can be
uploaded to CLFREQ through additional runs of COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ. No size class
limitation is necessary with CLFREQ data. Individual records are loaded for all size classes
that have fish in them, with separate records for harvested and released fish. Frequencies are
based on all interviews corresponding to the strata selected. Records are omitted from the
table when no fish are found for a given species, length, and H_R classification.
CLFREQ is linked directly to CIDTABLE and the other tables derived from
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ through the CUCODE field. It is secondarily linked to
CEFFORT and CCATCH through column CUCODE with the condition of "WHERE
CQUAL4 = 'Y'". Records may also be linked to table FISHCODE, through the column
FASSP.
Ancillary Tables
Each of the seven ancillary tables currently in the CREEL component of STATE FAS
provides interpretations of coded values for fields within the main Creel data tables. Their
primary function is to allow easy interpretation of coded data when viewed in a query or used
in a report. Ancillary tables generally consist of two fields: a copy of the coded field from the
main data table, followed by a second alphanumeric field for the text string explanation of the
codes. Main data tables link to these ancillary tables through the coded field. The number of
records within each ancillary table is determined by the number of unique codes found for the
coded field within the database.
Table names consist of the name (or an abbreviation) of the coded field appearing in the data
table followed by the string TEXT'. The ancillary tables of CREEL component are:
BSSTTEXT - interprets the angler type (Boat/Shore) stratification codes of field BSST in
tables CEFFORT and CCATCH.
CQITEXT - interprets the creel description codes of field CQUAL1 in table CIDTABLE.
CQ2TEXT - interprets the season codes of field CQUAL2 in table CIDTABLE.
DNTEXT - interprets the Day/Night creel codes of field D_N in tables CIDTABLE,
CDESIGN, and CCOMMENT.
HCTEXT - interprets Harvest/Catch codes of field H_C in table CCATCH.
HRTEXT - interprets Harvest/Release codes of field H_R in table CLFREQ.
SCTEXT - interprets the stratification codes of fields MSCOAL, DAYCOAL, and
WHCOAL within CIDTABLE.
Additional ancillary tables or even new data tables can be easily created within the open
architecture that Paradox works with. Because every Paradox data table is stored as a
separate file under DOS, each essentially functions as a database. This removes restrictions
on the structure of the database and storage locations of tables. Unlike the former R:Base
version of the database, the tables of STATE FAS within Paradox don't have to be saved
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New data tables can be designed using the Create option under the Paradox Main menu.
Create provides the added option of building new tables by borrowing portions of the
structure from existing tables and adding new fields. New tables can also be created from
subsets of existing STATE FAS tables by renaming the ANSWER table produced from a
database query within Ask.
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Chapter 3. Data Transfer from District FAS to STATE FAS
Uploading data into STATE FAS on Paradox is a multistep process for the DOC9 and
CREEL components of the database. Because each component consists of different types of
data, not only in content but form (raw data for DOC9 in contrast to summarized data for
CREEL) the precise steps involved in exporting data from General Manager databases of the
DISTRICT FAS and the subsequent import into Paradox necessarily differ. However,
despite the differences in detail, the two processes are conceptually the same.
Because transfer procedures for each component have been detailed in previous reports on
STATE FAS (Bayley, et al. 1987, Chap 1 and Sobaski, et al. 1990, Chap. 3) they are not
repeated here. Although the software managing the STATE FAS has changed, the application
programming language within Paradox (PAL) has proven sufficiently robust to recreate the
three R:Base applications previously described (Sobaski, et al. 1990) for automating the
transfer of creel data from MS-DOS ASCII files into the STATE FAS. Alterations in the
actual commands and procedures used by these PAL applications or scripts to import data
are transparent to the user, because the user input prompts have remained unchanged.
The most significant change to the data transfer process has occurred in the DOC9
component. In contrast to the CREEL component, the upload process of DOC9 data was
originally created to support the database on two systems, PCs and the INHS Prime 9955
minicomputer. The Prime was an important component of the STATE FAS system during the
earliest years of the database. It provided the mass storage and speed necessary to upload and
restructure data from General Manager from a hierarchical to relational form. Automated
procedures written in Fortran and .CPL, the Prime's programming language, ran a series of
operations on the single data file exported from the Apple II e by the basic program,
USER.COMPRESS-DATA. They handled the import of data from the Apple system,
decompressing it into files for the nine main data tables of the STATE FAS (DOC9),
restructuring the data into the relational form used within the DOC9 component (for example,
dropping fields LAKE, YEAR, STATION, and SEASON data from SCREENs 5 through 9
and replacing them with the FCODE field) and verifying data by culling out questionable
records into scratch tables for later evaluation and checking for any duplication of existing
records. After the completion of all of these operations, remaining data were then added to
the permanent data files in the Prime's database manager, INFO, as well as exported to PCs
for the STATE FAS on R:Base.
As planned in the STATE FAS report in 1990, the Prime minicomputer ceased to be an
essential element in the upload process during the summer of 1992. Since then, work has
started on recreating the procedures from the Prime for the PC/Paradox environment.
Conversion of the Fortran code for the program DECOMPRE.F77, which decompresses
the ASCII files created by USER.COMPRESS-DATA, has been completed. This
program can now run in compiled form on any PC. Accomplishing this has alleviated the
need for reprogramming USER.COMPRESS-DATA. Work still remains on completing a
PAL script, DOC9UPL, that will automate data entry into Paradox, however, when
finished this will be able to import single DOC9 databases directly into Paradox, following
the same restructuring and data verification procedures previously used on the Prime.
Running this script in repetitive mode within the Script module of Paradox will permit batch
processing on any number of DISTRICT FAS (DOC9) databases to be loaded into the
STATE FAS.
Schematics of the data transfer process for CREEL and DOC9 are presented in Figures 3 and
4. The flow of the process for both components follows these general steps:
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(1) Loading a DISTRICT FAS DOC9 or CREEL database within General Manager and
running an Applesoft Basic program (as a GM User Output program) to extract the data set
desired. These data are written to a floppy disk as one or more ASCII delimited text files.
To create individual text files for each of permanent data tables within the Creel component of
the STATE FAS, the three standard output programs that analyze Creel databases within
DISTRICT FAS: FINAL-EFFORT, FINAL-CATCH, and COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L-FREQ
have all been adapted for writing summarized creel data to text files in a format that matches
the structure of the permanent data table that each file is targeted for (Bayley, et al. 1990a).
By contrast, because the DOC9 component of STATE FAS stores the raw data from all nine
screens of the DISTRICT FAS (DOC9) databases, a single program
USER.COMPRESS.DATA compresses the entire database into a single text file for efficient
transfer to the MS-DOS environment
(2) Transfer of the text files from the Apple II e operating system to a PC DOS environment.
This is achieved by serially connecting any Apple II e to a PC storing a copy of STATE FAS,
then simultaneously running communications software that uses standard transfer protocol,
such as the public domain package Kermit, to send and receive the text files.
(3) Starting Paradox and running one or more PAL applications or scripts.
These scripts execute a series of Paradox commands that automatically import the files into
temporary tables, evaluate the data in each record for validity, restructure the temporary tables
as needed to match that of the target permanent data table, assign codes for the main linking
fields and any other fields within the table when appropriate, and, finally, copy these records
from the temporary table to the related permanent data table. Once in the permanent table a
final check is made to eliminate any duplication of data records.
For the Creel Component, text files can be immediately transferred into Paradox once they
have been transfered to the PC. Data files are typically loaded into STATE FAS in three
different sets: the standard data on angler effort, harvest and catch originating from
STATCALC and its associated output programs on the Apple II e (Bayley, et al. 1990a),
those from COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L-FREQ (Bayley, et al. 1990a) and those from
USER.DESIGNOUT (Sobaski and Bayley, 1990). The transfer of each set of files into
STATE FAS is automated by playing an associated PAL script from within Paradox. Each of
these three scripts contains the necessary procedures to import each set of data files to
temporary files within Paradox, evaluate the data, and, as needed, assign the correct codes
for the linking fields CUCODE and CSCODE. The PAL procedures then check for
duplication of existing records, and, finally, add these records to the permanent data table.
For the DOC9 Component, the single text file from USER.DECOMPRESS DATA must first
be decompressed into nine separate ASCII files (one for each General Manager DOC9 data
screen) by the program DECOMPRE.F77. The process of data upload is then completed by
playing the script DOC9UPL from within Paradox. Any questionable data records will be
saved in temporary tables SCITEMP through SC9TEMP until they can be further evaluated
and either edited for upload to their respective permanent data tables or discarded.
The standard data sets currently being uploaded to STATE FAS by the INHS in Champaign
continue to include all of the DISTRICT FAS (DOC9) databases received from district
managers annually. The Creel component initially includes all of the summary data provided
to state, regional, and district fisheries managers annually on the creel surveys conducted
under F-69-R. As completion of this first upload task is reached, additional sets of creel data
will be transferred to STATE FAS at the request of the IDOC. Training in the data upload
procedure will be given for INHS personnel involved in F-69-R at the IDOC Division of
Fisheries in Springfield. This will allow additional creel data sets (such as estimates for
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specific sets of anglers) to be loaded into the IDOC copy of the STATE FAS on-site and in a
timely manner.
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Chapter 4. Data Query and Reporting
Standard viewing or reporting of STATE FAS data can be performed entirely from the menu
options of Paradox 4.0. Paradox offers a number of excellent features within its Query-by-
example (QBE) system that permits even beginners to view, edit, report on, and export data
with no more than a few function key presses and mouse clicks. This is one of two
tremendous advantages that are readily apparent with Paradox when compared to R:Base.The
second advantage is the speed with which Paradox processes queries, even when using large
tables such as DSCREEN8 (the raw fish length-weight data from DOC9).
The Paradox Ouery-bv-example Process (QBE)
Query is a term that is commonly used by database management software manuals. A query
is a question that you ask of your database. This encompasses the entire process of
retrieving, selecting, combining, and manipulating data within your database. In Paradox
there are two options in the Main menu that permits any database table in STATE FAS to be
queried. View offers the most basic form of a query. This option displays the entire contents
of any single data table chosen by the user. The fields and records of a table are displayed on
the main menu desktop (the display area that you see within the main menu) within the
context of a window. Where the number of fields or records exceeds the scope of your
monitor, the window can be scrolled vertically and horizontally or even adjusted in size by
using the mouse with the scroll bars on the right side and bottom of the window. View
provides a quick way to examine a data table whenever conditions or links to other tables are
unnecessary.
However, the most common way of working with STATE FAS data will be through the
ASK utility of Paradox's Main menu. Ask allows the examination and manipulation of the
data of one or more tables. When initially selected, each table is displayed as an empty set of
columns with headings of the field names within that table, referred to as a query form.
You then specify the fields that you wish to view (moving the cursor inside each field and
pressing the <F6> key) and any conditions that you wish to attach to the selection of data.
For viewing data of one table in concert with that of another, a common requirement of
STATE FAS queries, you repeat the Ask process for each table that you wish to work with
at one time. Whenever a query form is displayed on the main menu desktop, it remains active
in any query operation that you execute. By having several query forms on the desktop at
once, Paradox allows you to work with data from more than one table at a single time. To
link the data of two tables together, you move the cursor to the field in each query form that
the two tables share in common. Pressing the <F5> key with the cursor in that field and
entering an example value for that field tells Paradox how to match up records between the
two tables. Entering the same example value links records of the two tables together based on
having identical values within the linked columns. For example, to link DSCREEN4 with
DSCREEN5 tables of the DOC9 component of STATE FAS, you would cursor to the
FCODE field of each table, press <F5> and enter the identical value of "DOOOO1". Paradox
processes queries by trying to match all of the fields, conditions, and links specified for all of
the query forms visible on the desktop. Therefore, one has to be mindful of the forms opened
and the conditions set within them whenever executing a query.
To display the data set defined within a set of query forms, you press the <F2> or "Do_It!"
key when in Ask mode. This creates a new, but temporary, table in your database, named
ANSWER. ANSWER will contain all the data that satisfies the specifications in the query
form(s) of Paradox's QBE. In contrast to the View process in R:Base, which masks the
actual data within a permanent data table, ANSWER creates a copy of your permanent data.
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Data within the ANSWER table can be manipulated in the same manner as that of any
permanent data table. Records can be edited, reported on, exported, or even saved as a
separate permanent table within the database. Saving ANSWERs as new tables offers a way
to store unique combinations that might be worked on repeatedly. For instance, a user may
wish to bypass the linking and condition setting requirements of working with the Creel
component of STATE FAS. By setting up the necessary query once, then saving the Answer
table to the database by Renaming it, one can then use the renamed table to produce reports
on that data set at their convenience. Since the ANSWER table is ephemeral, any records
within the Answer table will be overwritten or deleted as soon as you produce a new query or
exit Paradox.
ASK also has the useful feature of allowing you to quickly edit a query form in case your
query produces an unintended set of results. Since the tables that you've selected to work on
remain on the desktop until you close them or exit the ASK menu, you can go back to the
open query forms, after viewing your results and select new tables or specify a different set
of conditions or links to get the results that you desire.
Paradox Reports
Paradox offers several ways of reporting the data that you've selected through either the
VIEW or ASK modules, either as a standard report, a custom report, or as a graph. The most
primitive of these is the standard report. This is a bare bones listing of all records of a
table currently active on the desktop, and is created by pressing the <ALT><F7> keys
simultaneously. This method of reporting gives one a quick, unadorned listing that would be
suitable for tasks such as verifying data entry.
Custom reports, suitable for formal presentations, can be designed and saved within the
Report Designer under the Report option of the Main menu. Reports created within the
Report Designer are linked to a specific table in the database, so running a query is the first
step in creating a report in Report Designer unless you generate a report on all records within
a single existing table. Reports are saved as a direct offshoot of a single table, thus deletion
of a table from the database also deletes every report design associated with it. Up to 15
reports can be created and saved for a single table.
There are two table formats available within Report Designer. The first is TABULAR. By
default it creates a basic report that displays every field and record from the selected table
(i.e., the driving table). Data are arranged in columns following the order of fields within the
structure of the driving table. These reports are structured laterally into bands for headings
for the report, each page, and each group, a data band, then a matching set of footnote bands.
The design screen of Report Design allows you to edit the default format to include just the
fields from the driving table that you are interested in. You can also group data on up to 16
levels, and include summary and calculated fields based on regular field data. The other
report format available, FREEFORM, allows you to position data in any arrangement that
you like: indented, repeated, grouped, or summarized.
Sample STATE FAS queries
Various useful examples of producing queries and reports are presented in the "Paradox
Version 4.0 User's Guide" by Borland International and in such third-party publications as
the "Paradox 4.0 Handbook" (Robinson, 1992). These provide a good foundation for all of
the elements necessary for producing reports on STATE FAS data. An elementary example
query for each component of STATE FAS is described below, in order to illustrate how
permanent data tables can be linked and subselected to produce a report.
DOC9 component example
One query that will be commonly run on the DOC9 component of the database is the
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extraction of length frequency data for specific lakes, years, and species for the STATE FAS
Tabular Output programs. For example, a user wishes to view all of the length frequency
data for tiger muskie from Clinton Lake collected during annual fish population sampling,
and to display these records with the year, station, and season that the fish were collected in.
To answer this query, data will have to be drawn from two tables: DSCREEN7., which stores
the length frequency data, and DSCREEN4, which stores the lake, year, station, and season
identity of each length frequency data.
(1) Click on the Ask option of the Paradox Main Menu.
(2) Enter "DSCREEN4" for the first table name. This will create a query box displaying
every field name within DSCREEN4.
(3) Move the cursor to the LAKE column and press the <F6> key. This signifies that you
wish to view each unique record for LAKE within DSCREEN4. Move to the columns for
SEASON, STATION, and YEAR and press <F6> for these columns.
(4) Move the cursor back to the LAKE column and position it on the line directly beneath the
field name. Set a condition for selecting only Clinton Lake records by typing "=CLINTON
LAKE". If you pressed <F2> at this point you would see a listing of every sample for
Clinton Lake by station, season, and year occurring within STATE FAS.
(5) Bring the length frequency data table, DSCREEN7, into the query by clicking on "Ask" a
second time and entering the table name "DSCREEN7". A second query form window will
open over the query form for DSCREEN4. Multiple active query forms are stacked in an
offset manner so that you can bring any form to the top of the stack to work on it, just by
clicking on any visible part of the form.
(6) Select the fields FASSP, TLCM, and FREQ in the manner as Step (3) above. To see
every occurrence of tiger muskie data in the table, position the cursor in each of these fields
and press the <ALT> with <F6> keys simultaneously rather than <F6> alone.
(7) Set the condition on fish species to tiger muskie by positioning the cursor back to the
species field, FASSP, and entering "=TGM" on the first row under the field name. If you
pressed the <F2> key at this point to execute the query, Paradox would return an error
message because you have two active query forms on the deskotp with no link established
between them. To establish that link:
(8) Move the cursor to the FCODE field of the top query form (that for DSCREEN7) and
press <F5>. This tells Paradox that you're about to enter a sample value for that field, that
will serve as a link. After pressing <F5> immediately type 'D000O1'. If this is done
correctly, you would see 'D00001' displayed in inverse.
(9) Click on the DSCREEN4 query form protruding out from beneath that for DSCREEN7.
This will switch the position of the two query forms and allow you to repeat Step 8 for
DSCREEN4.
Press the <F2> key. Paradox now searches through the records for the two tables. Every
time a tiger muskie record is found in DSCREEN7, the query checks the FCODE value of
that record and looks through DSCREEN4 for a record with that FCODE. If that record
found in DSCREEN4 is for CLINTON LAKE, then those two records are temporarily
bridged together as one record. Data from the fields selected for display are then copied to the
ANSWER table, and the search through DSCREEN7 continues. Paradox QBE will continue
this process until it has searched through the entire DSCREEN7 table.
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All records meeting the criteria of both query forms will appear within the ANSWER table.
The ANSWER table can then be: used to produce a standard report by pressing the keys
<ALT> and <F7> simultaneously, used as the driving table for a formal report, or saved as a
new data table by using the RENAME option under TOOLS. A copy of the query form
settings used for this example is given in Figure 5, while an example of the standard report
produced from this query's ANSWER table is shown in Figure 6. Although neither FCODE
field was selected for display in this example, they have been included in Figure 6 (referred
to as FCODE and FCODE-1) to demonstrate how records of DSCREEN4 and DSCREEN7
are linked. In reality the linking fields in a query need not be included as elements in the
ANSWER table for Paradox to process the query properly. Note that the order of fields in
Figure 6 mirrors the order in which the tables were selected for the query. If DSCREEN7
had been the first table selected, the same data would be written to the ANSWER table.
However, the first field displayed would be FCODE from DSCREEN7, rather than the
LAKE field of DSCREEN4.
CREEL component example
This example query demonstrates how the CIDTABLE and CCATCH tables can be used to
produce a report listing the estimated annual harvest of largemouth bass from every state
impoundment creeled in 1992.
To display any harvest or catch data from STATE FAS, the table CCATCH must be
examined. However, each record of CCATCH is identified only by its value for CUCODE
(the Creel Universal Linking Code) and CSCODE (Creel Stratification Code). To provide
information on the lake and year associated with each CCATCH record, a link for CCATCH
must be established with the table CIDTABLE.
Conditions necessary for the query are:
YEAR = 92 (set in the CIDTABLE query form)
CQUAL4 = "Y" (set to insure that only data from analyses yielding the most
precise estimates of harvest are used. This is set in CIDTABLE)
FASSP = "LMB" (set in the CCATCH query form)
H_C = "H" (specifies harvest records only from CCATCH, rather than
the default of both harvest and catch)
BSST = "ST" (specifies the display of stratified estimates of largemouth bass
harvest only. Stratified estimates, with rare exception, have
provided more precise estimate of harvest, catch, and effort than
'CO'alesced estimates. Since the potential exists for both
estimates of total harvest to be in the database, this condition
should be routinely set for all similar CREEL queries)
(1) Click on the Ask option of the Paradox Main Menu
(2) Enter "CIDTABLE" for the first query form to be opened on the desktop.
(3) Move the cursor to the LAKE column and press the <F6> key. Repeat for the YEAR
field.
(4) With the cursor in the YEAR field set the condition for selecting only 1992 data by typing
'=92'. Scroll the query form to field CQUAL4 and set the condition '="Y"'.
(5) Add the CREEL harvest and catch data table, CCATCH, to the query by clicking on Ask
a second time and entering the table name "CCATCH". A query form window will open over
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the query form for CIDTABLE.
(6) Select the display of data for species (FASSP), harvest/catch flag (H_C), and TOTFISH.
TOTFISH gives an estimate of total number of fish, however it is only meaningful when
associated with the H_C flag (harvest or catch estimate) and species flag (FASSP).
(7) Move to fields FASSP, H_C, and BSST and set the conditions listed above.
Next, link the data of both tables. Because the values of CCATCH records are determined by
the creel data set originally analyzed and how it was analyzed, a link to CIDTABLE must be
established using both the CUCODE and the CSCODE fields. Data from both tables will be
linked only when matches are found in both fields. Using this combination of links prevents
records of CCATCH from possibly being mismatched to CIDTABLE records for alternative
analyses of the creel data from a specific lake.
(8) Move the cursor to the CUCODE field of the top query form (that for CCATCH) and
press the <F5> key to signify that you are about to enter a sample value to create a link.
Immediately follow this by entering the sample value C00001. C00001 will be displayed
in inverse if Paradox properly interprets this as an example element for a link, rather than as a
condition for the field. Move to the CSCODE field and press <F5> again and enter the
example element 1. Click on the CIDTABLE query form protruding out from beneath that for
CCATCH and repeat these steps to complete the link definition.
At this point the query forms should match those displayed in Figure 7.
(9) Press the <F2> key to begin processing the query.
The ANSWER table will resemble the standard report given in Figure 8, with several
exceptions. The first is that CUCODE and CSCODE fields from both permanent data tables
are included in the report to demonstrate the link between records of CIDTABLE and
CCATCH. Secondly, Figure 8 represents a standard field from a sorted ANSWER table. To
sort the ANSWER table, use IMODIFY/SORT procedure from the Main menu.
(10) Finally, if a tabular report is to be prepared from the query, the ANSWER table should
either be renamed (use ITOOLS/RENAME procedure) so that the report can be created and
saved for use anytime in the future, or the report should be designed and printed before the
ANSWER table is replaced by a new query. An example of a tabular report from this query is
given in Figure 9.
As expertise is gained with STATE FAS and Paradox, users should be able to use the
standard features of Paradox to produce report quality tables and even figures (using the
Paradox Graph menu or the more powerful plotting features of Quattro Pro). To provide for
STATE FAS outputs that are beyond the capabilities of the Paradox Report Designer, such as
summaries of species catch per unit effort or length frequency distributions over series of
lakes or years, special routines have been written as separate C programs, such as the tabular
output programs described in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 5. Exporting Data from Paradox
The Export/Import feature within the Tools menu of Paradox permits users to quickly and
easily export data in any one of seven different formats. The ability to easily export data is an
important feature of Paradox, since it allows users to efficiently pass subsets of data from
STATE FAS to commercially available software, as well as to the custom C tabular output
programs (Chapter 7). The positive aspect of this feature is that users can take full advantage
of the powerful spreadsheet, statistical, and graphics packages currently available for PCs in
the analysis of state fisheries management data, without being constrained by the limits of the
graphics and statistical functions in Paradox or being dependent on custom written software
in PAL. It also provides the capability to transfer STATE FAS data to other database
management software packages in use at the IDOC or other agencies.
The procedure for exporting data from Paradox 4.0 begins with the creation of a query and
an answer table in the Ask module of the Main menu. The user then proceeds to the Tools
menu, selects Export from the Tools' Export/Import option, then selects the format of the
export file. Finally, the name of the data table with records being exported and that of the file
receiving the data are entered. The Export feature in Tools is rather featureless, in that it
exports all records and fields of a specified table to a DOS file using the format select by the
user. Therefore, any conditions set on which records to export, the inclusion and order of
fields, and the sorting of records must be accomplished in the Ask and Modify modules.
Consequently, users should carefully design their query prior to producing an Answer table
for export.
Among the export formats supported by Paradox are two types used by commercial PC
software that have been distributed to IDOC fisheries personnel during F-69-R4-6.
Specifically, these are Borland's Quattro Pro spreadsheet program and Lotus's Freelance
Graphics presentation graphics package. Although each of these programs can import a
number of different format types, each has a preferred format in Paradox. For Quattro Pro
for Windows this format is "Quattro/Quattro Pro". This option creates a Quattro Pro
spreadsheet file (distinguished by a .WQ1 extension to the filename) that can be immediately
accessed and worked on in Quattro Pro. An alternative approach to working with STATE
FAS data when in Quattro Pro is through the "/DatabaselParadox Access" feature. This
feature allows Quattro Pro (version 2.0 or later) to be run when in Paradox (version 3.5 or
later), and provides a seamless method of sharing data between the two packages. Details on
Paradox Access can be found in the Database chapter of Quattro Pro's User Guide.
The preferred method for passing data into Freelance Graphics for Windows is as a Lotus 1-
2-3 spreadsheet. To export Paradox data in Lotus 1-2-3 format, select the "1-2-3/Release
2.0" format. This will create a spreadsheet file distinguished by a ".WK1" extension added to
the filename given by the user. Data in this spreadsheet file can then be accessed and
imported into Freelance using the Datalinks pop-up form available in Freelance's Chart form.
A third export format, that is almost universally accepted by all software, is that of
"ASCII/ASCII Delimited". This is the standard format required for input data files for the
custom STATE FAS fisheries tabular output programs. The ASCII delimited format, by
default, uses commas to separate fields, double quotation marks about nonnumeric values,
and separates each record by a carriage return and linefeed character. Files exported are
distinguished by the ".TXT" extension added to the user-entered filename. Data files in this
format are accepted by the input routines of Quattro Pro and Freelance Graphics.
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Chapter 6. Future Development of STATE FAS
To be a useful tool for meeting the needs of research and management, a database should be
flexible in the sense that new types of data can be incorporated with it and new and better
ways to extract information can be developed. With this philosophy in mind, several
additional tables and a series of PAL routines are planned for STATE FAS in the immediate
future.
To provide easy access to the compendium of lake morphometric data accompanying the atlas
of impoundment maps (Austen et al. 1993), a table containing these data is planned for the
database. One or mores tables are also planned for incorporating lake historical information to
provide a backdrop for the fisheries data currently going into STATE FAS. This will include
information such as dates of construction, rehabilitation, and drawdowns, and management
history such as supplemental fish stockings and creel limits. Investigations will also begin on
ways to efficiently integrate summary fisheries statistics, such as catch per unit effort, from
the fish population sample and creel survey components of STATE FAS.
With the completion of the transition of the R:Base version of the database to Paradox, a
major focus for improving the database will also now be placed on developing Paradox
Application Language (PAL) scripts, either as stand-alone applications or working in concert
with programs developed outside the Paradox environment in C, such as the length
frequency condition and catch per unit effort programs (Chapter 7). Some of the PAL
applications planned include a program automating the checking of individual fish length-
weight data. This will be an adaptation of the program currently developed for the stream fish
statewide database (F-120-R) by Robert Illyes. This program will be run for existing length
weight data in STATE FAS and for future data as it is loaded into the DSCREEN8 table of
the DOC9 component
In order to provide the summarized fish length frequency data required for the new STATE
FAS tabular output programs, two additional PAL routines will be written in the immediate
future. The first will automate the calculation of mean condition factor values from the
individual fish data of DSCREEN8 and add these along with estimates for total frequency
and total biomass to every record of DSCREEN7. The second will consist of a menu driven
routine that will allow users to create queries in the appropriate format for moving length
frequency data to the tabular output programs described in Chapter 7.
Finally, automated PAL routines, as described in Chapter 3, will be completed for importing,
checking and adding DOC9 and CREEL data to the permanent data tables of STATE FAS.
The finished versions of these applications will give IDOC personnel the capability of loading
additional DISTRICT FAS data into their copy of STATE FAS.
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Chapter 7. Tabular Output Programs (Chuck Douglas)
Introduction
The current modules for the FAS STATE tabular output TABLEOUT program are:
1. Length-frequency table and condition index table
2. Catch per unit effort (CPUE) tables
3. Species presence table
4. Stock index table
These programs operate in a similar fashion to the DOC9 output programs on the Apple II e,
but differ by being able to output data from a number of years or lakes in a single
analysis.Formulas used by these programs are explained later. All tables can be previewed
before being printed. Metric and english units, where appropriate, are given in all outputs.
Before tables can be prepared, criteria must be selected within Paradox and written to the
"INPUT.TXT" file. This is done by running a criteria selection program within Paradox.
Any combination of lakes, years, samples, and species may be selected for analysis.
Length frequency/condition index tables are created in the L-FREQ/CONDITION program.
The program is largely self-explanatory and only requires input on how you want to examine
the data. When a printout is requested, a table name or number (of length no longer than 20
characters) is requested so that the table can be identified in a report.
The Catch Per Unit Effort (CPUE) program is a series of three tables that give output of data
on catch and effort. Catch can be expressed in terms of numbers or weight with metric and
english units shown on all tables. As in the L-FREQ/CONDITION program, when a print-
out is requested, a table name or number (of length no longer than 20 characters) is requested
so that the table can be identified in a report. All tables have considerable user interaction and
are largely self-explanatory.
The Species Presence Table will generate a list of species as well as their frequency for a
given lake and year. This program runs automatically and allows you to preview the list of
species found before optionally printing them.
The Stock Index Table can calculates: proportional stock density (PSD), young to adult ratio
(YAR), and up to three relative stock density (RSD) values for each species. Stock and
quality sizes by species are currently incorporated into the program.
All calculations are made in a similar manner to those described in Bayley, et al. (1990).
However, an important difference between this program and the one written for DOC9 on the
Apple II e system is that CPUE data are log-transformed for analysis and then means and
upper and lower confidence limits are converted back to original units for display. This
allows for the positively skewed data distributions which are almost always encountered.
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Program Operation
Note: When answering a question, the answer may be upper or lower case. Also note that a
Paradox PAL program is needed to generate the necessary input file (Chapter 6).
DATA INPUT
After you have selected the data for analysis from the database and saved it to the file
"INPUT.TXT", you can now run the analysis program, TABLEOUT.
When you start TABLEOUT, it will first read in a selected text file into memory
(INPUT.TXT created from the STATE FAS database in Paradox) and you should see a
display similar to the one below:
The data are now being read into memory. Note: This may take as much as a minute or
longer to complete, so please be patient
33
Reading input file... Please wait
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MAIN MENU
After the data have been read into memory, you are now ready to analyze the data. You will
be presented with a main menu that should look something like the following:
f - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Simply choose the letter of the option that you want run. You will then be asked to confirm
your choice. Answer either "y" or "n" and press <RETURN> to continue. Refer to the
appropriate following section for "is6ructions on how to proceed.
34
Main Menu
How are the data to be analyzed?
A) Length-frequency/Condition.
B) Catch Per Unit Effort.
C) Generate Species presence list.
D) Calculate PSD.
E) Exit the program.
Your choice?
If I
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LENGTH-FREOUENCY/CONDITION INDEX TABLE
OPTIONS MENU FOR LENGTH-FREQUENCY/CONDITION
When you elect to generate length-frequency condition data, you will be presented with a
menu similar to the following:
Select either "a", "b", or "c" and press <RETURN>. The program will then ask if the correct
selection is correct. Answer either "y" or "n" and press <RETURN> to continue. The
program will then perform a few short internal calculations and continues with the display of
output. See the appropriate following sections on how the program proceeds.
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Length/Frequency Menu.
How are the data to be analyzed?
A) Multiple YEARS for ONE water.
B) Multiple WATERS for ONE year.
C) Exit Length/Frequency program.
Your choice?
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DISPLAY OF LENGTH FREQUENCY/CONDITION INDEX
After length groups have been selected, the program proceeds to calculate the data as
requested. It will then display a table looking something like this (note, in this example,
Multiple YEARS for ONE water was selected with even length groups of 1 cm.):
The number in parentheses under each 95% Mean Condition column is the number that you
add to or subtract from the accompanying Wr or Kn value to obtain the 95% upper and lower
confidence values, respectively.
Press <RETURN> to proceed to the next page (if applicable). When all data have been
displayed, you will be presented with three options: (A) Print this table, (B) Proceed to the
next species, or (C) See this table again. If you choose (A), make sure the printer is
connected and turned "ON". If you choose (B), you will return to SPECIES SELECTION
(see appropriate section for more details). If you choose (C), this table will be displayed
again (and the same options will be presented at the conclusion of the data display).
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LENGTH FREQUENCY/CONDITION INDEX
SPECIES: LMB CHARLESTON SIDE CHANNEL LAKE
LENGTH GROUP TOTAL MEAN WEIGHT NO. MEAN CONDITION
MM INCHES L-FREQ GRAMS LBS WEIGHED WR 95% KN 95%
1980:
0- 10 0.0- 0.4 0 - - 0 - - - -
10- 20 0.4- 0.8 0 - - 0 - - - -
20- 30 0.8- 1.2 0 - - 0 - - - -
30- 40 1.2- 1.6 1 1.00 0.00 1 0 - 1.9 -
40- 50 1.6- 2.0 9 1.00 0.00 9 118(19.1) 1.2 (0.2)
50- 60 2.0- 2.4 18 1.61 0.00 18 93(12.6) 1.0 (0.1)
60- 70 2.4 - 2.8 36 2.61 0.01 36 85 (5.4) 0.9 (0.8)
70- 80 2.8- 3.1 21 4.12 0.01 21 97(10.2) 1.0 (0.1)
80- 90 3.1- 3.5 14 6.00 0.01 14 89(13.1) 1.0 (1.6)
Press ENTER to continue
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CPUE TABLES
CPUE OPTIONS MENU
When you choose to calculate catch per unit effort, you are presented with an options menu
similar to the following:
Answer with either "a", "b", or "c". You will be asked to confirm your choice. Answer with
either "y" or "n". See the appropriate sections for how to proceed.
37
CPUE Menu
How are the data to be analyzed?
A) Multiple YEARS for ONE water.
B) Multiple WATERS for ONE year.
C) Return to Main Menu.
Your choice?
Lj
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DISPLAY OF CPUE DATA
CPUE data are displayed in a set of 3 distinct table types. Each table type is displayed as
either the NUMBER of fish caught or WEIGHT of fish caught per unit of effort. Each table
series is announced with a title screen stating which species, year, water, and gear type are to
be displayed. Each table series offers the following options:
D) Display this table
S) Skip this table
E) Return to CPUE menu.
Enter the appropriate letter for your choice.
The first table type displays a series of tables for the number (or weight) of fish caught for
each selected length group for each sample by species, year, and lake. For example:
The MEAN column is the average number (or weight) of a species for that particular length
group. 95% CR is the estimated 95% confidence range around this value.
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CATCH PER UNIT EFFORT TABLE
SPECIES: LMB YEAR: 1980 WATER: CHARLESTON SIDE CHANNEL LAKE GEAR: E
CATCH PER HOUR (NUMBER) BY SAMPLE AND STATION
MM FISH PER SAMPLE GIVEN BELOW EACH MEAN
(INCHES) 1-E1 1-E2 1-E3 MEAN {95% CR}
30- 40 1 0 0 0.26 0.00- 2.41
(1.2 -1.6) 1 0 0
40- 50 9 0 0 1.15 0.00-57.57
(1.6- 2.0) 9 0 0
50- 60 7 11 0 3.58 0.00 - 124.63
(2.0 - 2.4) 7 11 0
Press ENTER to continue
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The second table type displays a series of tables of the mean CPUE (and 95% CR) for a
species for each length group. Each table displays the overall means for each gear selected,
by species, year, and lake. For example:
The mean and 95% CR are as described for the first series of CPUE tables. In this example
the confidence range is typically wide because only three samples, with some zero catches,
were analyzed.
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CATCH (NUMBERS) PER UNIT EFFORT SUMMARY TABLE BY GEAR
SPECIES: LMB YEAR: 1980 WATER: CHARLESTON SIDE CHANNEL LAKE
E
MM CPUE [N]
(INCHES) 95% CR
40- 50 1.15 [3]
(1.6- 2.0) 0.00- 57.57
50- 60 3.58 [3]
(2.0-2.4) 0.00- 124.63
60- 70 4.19(3]
(2.4- 2.8) 0.00 - 314.00
70 - 80 4.01 [3]
(2.8-3.1) 0.00- 166.95
Press ENTER to continue
_.OF
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The third table type displays a series of tables of the mean CPUE and 95% confidence range
for all selected samples for each gear and species by year, and lake. Example:
The third table type is normally displayed only after all first and second types have been
shown for all species found in a given water for a given year. The exception is if you select
to view the final table only, in which case the program skips the display of the first and
second series of CPUE tables.
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CATCH (NUMBERS) PER UNIT EFFORT SUMMARY TABLE BY GEAR
SPECIES: LMB YEAR: 1980 WATER: CHARLESTON SIDE CHANNEL LAKE
E
MM CPUE [N]
(INCHES) 95% CR
40- 50 1.15 [3]
(1.6-2.0) 0.00- 57.57
50- 60 3.58 [3]
(2.0-2.4) 0.00 - 124.63
60- 70 4.19 [3]
(2.4- 2.8) 0.00 - 314.00
70- 80 4.01 [3]
(2.8-3.1) 0.00-166.95
Press ENTER to continue
J_______________________
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SPECIES PRESENCE TABLE
Electing to generate a species presence table will help you scan the data, to allow you to make
reasonable selections for the other program modules. The program will go through the data
and organize it by water (lake) and sampling year. It will then list all species caught at that
water by year with the total frequency of the catch, one page at a time. (In the unlikely event
that the catch for a given species exceeds 1000, then '>999' will be displayed.) For example:
41
SPECIES PRESENCE TABLE FOR CHARLESTON SIDE CHANNEL LAKE YEAR: 1980
LMB 515 RBT 153
Do you want to:
A) PRINT this table
B) Return to Main menu
ýa-
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STOCK DENSITY TABLE
When you choose to calculate proportional stocking density (PSD), the program begins by
asking if you wish to examine multiple waters (lakes) for a single year or multiple years for a
single water (lake). See the appropriate following section on how to proceed. Please note
one change from the previously described programs: you do not choose length groups when
you are calculating PSD as you do when you are calculating CPUE or length-
frequency/condition. The program continues by automatically looking up the stock and
quality values for that species If it doesn't find them, you will be prompted to enter your
own stock and quality values. You will then be asked if you wish to generate Relative
Stocking Densities (RSDs) for the given species. If you answer "y", you are given the
option of entering up to 3 index values.
Next you're asked if you wish to generate the Young-Adult Ratio (YAR). If you reply "y",
you will be asked to enter a size value.
The program will then per form the necessary calculations and display the requested indices.
You are then given the option of printing this table or simply continuing. Answer this
question appropriately. For example:
The program will then proceed to the next species, and repeat the same questions. After all
species have been processed, the program will continue to the next lake (or year as the case
may be) provided that there are more to examine.
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LMB: TOTAL N YAR (N) PSD (N) RSD1 (N) RSD2 (N) RSD3 (N)
515 2.272 259 39 114 0 0 0 0 0 0
Do you want to print this page? (Y or N)
Ir
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MULTIPLE YEARS FOR ONE WATER (LAKE)
The option is used to analyze the data for all the years for a single lake. When selecting this
option, the next body of water to be analyzed will be displayed as the program works
through the set of lakes included in the INPUT.TXT file. Prior to beginning analysis on that
lake's data, you'll be asked to confirm the lake selection. The display will appear as:
Simply answer "y" or "n" and press <RETURN>. You will then be asked to confirm your
choice. Repeat with "y" or "n" and press <RETURN>. If you are using the CPUE program,
you will then be asked if you want a particular year. Answer either "y" or "n". Proceed to
SPECIES SELECTION,
43
Next water is CHARLESTON SIDE CHANNEL LAKE
Do you want this water (Y or N)?
.ddp- mqr&.
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
BSSTTEXT: Creel code description table for field BSST from tables CEFFORT and CCATCH
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 BSST A 2
Code indicating type of angler data analyzed (B-Boat anglers only, S-Shore anglers
anglers only, CO-All anglers, Boat and Shore data coalesced, ST-All anglers,Boat and Shore
data stratified)
2 BSST TEXT A 21
Explanation of Field BSST codes
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric
LEN = length of field in characters
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CQ1TEXT: Creel code description table for the creel description field CQUALI of table
CIDTABLE
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 CQUAL1 A 1
Code to identify specific types of creels or creel analyses (W-Warmwater lake
sections only, N-Nonwarmwater sections only, I-Ice creel only, S-Spillway only,
Null-Combination of any or all of these)
2 CQ1EXPL A 25
Explanation of CQUAL1 codes
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric
LEN = length of field in characters
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CQ2TEXT: Creel code description table for the season codes of field CQUAL2 in table
CIDTABLE
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 CQUAL2 N
Code for specific season analyzed. Values follow the DOC9 convention for season
with 10 - Spring, 20 - Summer, 30 - Fall, 40 - Winter. Null value indicates
analysis spanned several seasons.
2 CQ2EXPL A 13
Explanation of CQUAL2 codes
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CCTFRATE: Summary of the average angler catch rate per completed trip for select species
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 CUCODE A 6
CREEL Universal Linking Code
2 FASSP A 3
FAS Fish species code
3 SIZECL A 4
Species size class (CM) analyzed
4 NFISH A 3
Number of fish per completed trip angler
5 HNANGLER N
Number of anglers harvesting NFISH
6 RNANGLER N
Number of anglers releasing NFISH
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CLFREQ: Creeled fish length frequency data
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 FASSP A 3
FAS Fish species code
2 TL_CM N
Total fish length (CM)
3 FREQ N
The frequency of fish within size class TL_CM
4 CUCODE A 6
CREEL Universal Linking Code
5 HR A 1
Code identifying the record as either a (H)arvested or (R)eleased record
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
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MULTIPLE WATERS FOR ONE YEAR
This option is used to analyze data for all lakes for a single year. After selecting this option,
you will see a display of the next year to be analyzed and asked to confirm its selection. The
screen show the following:
Simply answer "y" or "n" and press <RETURN>. You will then be asked to confirm that
this is what you want. Answer either "y" or "n" and press <RETURN>. If you are using the
CPUE program, you will then be asked if you want a particular lake. Answer either "y" or
"n". Proceed to SPECIES SELECTION.
44
Next year is 1980
Do you want this year (Y or N)?
NI wo^
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SPECIES SELECTION
After you have decided how the data are to be analyzed, you will then be asked to specify
which species to examine. The following will be displayed:
Answer with "a", "b", or "c" as appropriate and press <RETURN>. You will then be asked
to verify your response. Next, you will need to choose the length groupings for that species.
See CHOOSING LENGTH GROUPS.
45
Next species is LMB
Do you want to:
A) Examine data for this species.
B) Skip this species
C) Return to main menu
Your choice?
ir- mmmmmmwwkhý
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CHOOSING LENGTH GROUPS
Now that you have decided which data are to be analyzed, you need to choose the length
groupings for each species. A menu is provided that looks like the following:
Choose the option desired and press <RETURN>. You will be asked for verification.
Answer with "y" or "n" and press <RETURN>. Each option is described below.
Even groups:
Choosing either option "a" or "b" will automatically generate a list of evenly spaced length
groups. After choosing either of these options, you'll be asked for an initial length value in
millimeters and asked to verify that it is what you want. Option "b", however, will first ask
for the size division that you want. Enter an integer value greater than 1 which represents the
range of each length grouping in millimeters. For either option, the program automatically
sets the largest length group as 10 mm greater than the maximum length for that species
within the input file.
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How do you want the length groups?
A. Even groups of 1 cm.
B. Even groups of > 1 cm.
C. Choose your own groupings.
D. Load a file of previously saved groups.
E. Use the same groupings as before.
Your choice?:
Ap- mmw%ý
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Choose your own groupings:
When you choose option "c", you will determine how the groups are to be divided. You will
be first prompted for an initial value and asked to confirm that value. After confirmation, you
will see a screen similar to the one below:
Enter an integer that will represent the upper bound of that particular length group. All
numbers must be larger than the previous one and are represent millimeter lengths.
NOTE: You can only specify up to 15 length groups. The program will automatically stop
accepting length entries, after you enter the fifteenth group. Entering less than 15 groups,
however, is acceptable.
Enter "f" when done. If you misenter a size, enter "c" to change the length group. You will
be asked to specify the length group to change. Enter its number and proceed by entering the
correct upper bound for that group and any succeeding length groups.
Once this is completed, you will again be asked to confirm the length groups that you have
entered. If you wish to make a change, enter the length group number that you want to
change and continue.
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Enter the upper bound for the length group in MM:
Enter 'F' when finished.
Enter 'C' to change an entry.
1) 0-
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Loading groups from a file:
When you want to load a file of previously saved length groups, you will be prompted for
the name of the file containing the groups. You will also be asked to confirm the file name.
If the program fails to find the file, it will inform you and automatically switch you to
Choose your own groupings. See the appropriate section, above, for more details.
Using the same groups as before:
This option appears only if you have already analyzed data for a species. It will simply use
the same divisions and lowest lower bound as previously specified.
After length groups have been selected, you will be asked if you want to save the groupings
in a file. If you answer "y", you will be asked to name the file to save the groupings to (the
name cannot be longer than 8 characters). You will also be asked to confirm the file name.
NOTE: You will not be given the option of saving your length groupings to a file if those
grouping were loaded from a file.
When you finish selecting length groups, the next step depends on the program being run. If
you are using the Length-frequency/Condition program, you will be sent directly to
DISPLAY OF LENQTH FREQUENCY/CONDITION INDEX. If you are using the CPUE
program, you will be asked if you want to see the final table only. If you answer "y", you
will be asked if you want the next species (if there is another to examine). Otherwise, you
will be sent to the first table series. See DISPLAY OF CPUE DATA for more details.
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Chapter 8. Enhancements and revisions to the DISTRICT FAS (DOC)
Package
With the distribution of 316SX PCs to IDOC District Managers in January 1992, the
platform for the next phase of the District Fisheries Analysis System (FAS) has been
established. Until the full transition to the PC/DOS environment is realized though, the Apple
lie will remain the "workhorse" of District FAS. With this consideration in mind, efforts
have been made during Project F-69-R(4-6) to revise the tabular output programs of the
District FAS-DOC package. The extent of these changes cover the spectrum from minor
refinements to significant reprogramming. A summary of these changes as well as a
description of a new tabular output program for summarizing the limnological data within
. DOC9 databases is given within this chapter. We expect that most District Managers will
better understand these changes as listed below, rather than have them buried in a new
version of the Manual.
Summary of changes to DOC9 Programs
Modifications to the District FAS DOC package involve only the DOC9 Output Programs.
The collection of Data Entry programs within Option 5 of the DOC9 Ramfactor Loader disk
remain unchanged.
The following DOC9 tabular output programs have been revised:
1. SELECT CRITERIA
2. L-FREQ/CONDITION
3. STOCK INDEX TABLE, now named STOCK INDICES-DOC9/CREEL
4. CPUE
In addition to the changes in these programs, a new tabular data output program,
LIMNOL.SUMMARY, has been added to the DOC9 RAMFACTOR LOADER diskette.
A. Changes to the Ramfactor Loader -isk
To accommodate the increased size of L-FREQ/CONDITION and CPUE, plus the inclusion
of the new limnology summary program, LIMNOL.SUMMARY, the two Ramfactor
Partitions for DOC9 output programs have been reorganized. The program
CPUE.SUMMARY has been eliminated from DOC9 Ramfactor Loader Option 4, since
features of that program are now incorporated into the new version of CPUE. In it's place is
the new limnological summary program, LIMNOL.SUMMARY. The name of Option 4 on
the Loader Disk has been altered to reflect this change.
A list of user programs associated with each Output Program option of the DOC9 Ramfactor
Loader is given below. Note that Option 5 - DOC9 DATA ENTRY PROGRAMS remains
unchanged. Programs available only on a single partition are noted with an asterisk (*).
Programs within Loader Option 3: Programs within Loader Option 4:
(DOC9 OUTPUT PROGRAMS W/ CPUE) (DOC9 OUTPUT PROGRAMS W/
LIMNOL.SUMMARY)
SELECT CRITERIA SELECT CRITERIA
L-FREQ/CONDITION L-FREQ/CONDITION
STOCK INDICES-DOC9/CREEL STOCK INDICES-DOC9/CREEL
CPUE* LIMNOL.SUMMARY*
FORTH (GRAPHICS + AGE TABLE) FORTH (GRAPHICS + AGE TABLE)
TRANSFER AUX=>DOS TRANSFER AUX=>DOS
CHECK AUX. MEMORY*
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B . Changes affecting all 1OC9 Tabular Output Programs
(1) Support for the EPSON LQ-870 printer
With letter quality printers now available to IDOC District Managers, following the purchase
of EPSON LQ-870 printers for their 316SX PCs, the tabular output programs and the
FORTH Graphics package have all been adapted to correctly format output for the Epsons.
This feature has been added to provided for cases where managers are required to use their
Epson as a replacement for the C.Itoh Prowriter printer originally provided with their Apple
II e system or where they desire letter quality tables and plots for reports.
Each DOC9 tabular output program (L-Freq/Condition, CPUE, Stock Index-
DOC9/CREEL, and Limnol.Summary) now begins with the user specifying the type of
printer being with their computer. To accept the default printer of C.ITOH, simply press
<RETURN>. To specify the Epson printer, type N and press <RETURN>.
For the FORTH Graphics package, the command EPSON is now used as a substitute for
PRINT whenever sending histograms and graphs to an EPSON LQ-870. PRINT remains
the command for printing graphical output on a C.Itoh Prowriter.
(2) Revision of the CONDITION Table
The lengths used for STOCK and QUALITY SIZE and the standard weight parameters for
Wr and LeCren's coefficient of condition (Kn) have been updated to reflect currently
accepted values within the fisheries literature. A list of all of the species now included in the
default CONDITION file, with their respective parameters, is given at the end of this report
in Appendix C.
C. Changes in individual DOC9 Output PQOGRAMS
(1) Changes to SELECT CRITERIA
1. Users are no longer required to select REGION and DISTRICT. Since only single values
for REGION and DISTRICT have been used for DOC9 databases, the selection process for
these two fields has been replaced by SELECT CRITERIA automatically reading these values
at startup. The selection process now begins with the LAKE selection.
2.The CRITERIA file, which stores user selections, has also been revised to store millimeter
length groups saved from L-FREQ/CONDITION and CPUE.
Changes in L-FREQ/CONDITION
1. The Arithmetic mean rather than geometric mean regression is now used to calculate the a
and b parameters of the species length-weight relation. Recent critical review of the geometric
mean approach has shown it to be less valid approach of calculating this relationship. Given
the small fish correction used by the L-FREQ/CONDITION program, however, users should
see little difference in the results calculated by the old and new versions of this program.
2. The program now begins, prior to the printer selection routine, by displaying a menu for
setting the location of the Forth stack pointer, following the same routine as the program
CHECK AUX. MEMORY (previously described in Appendix D. of "Creel Survey
Manual for the District Fisheries Analysis System (FAS): A package for fisheries
management and research", Bayley, et al. (1990a)). By default, each time L-
FREQ/CONDITION is run it resets the Forth pointer to the top of the auxiliary memory stack
as it has in the past. By using this menu, the Forth pointer can now be set below .RLF and
.LWA already saved in auxiliary memory. Any new .RLF and .LWA files being saved from
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the current run of L-FREQ/CONDITION will then be written below that pointer location.The
addition of this feature will allow users to retain previously saved files in auxiliary memory
(such as from the Creel program COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ) with the .RLF and .LWA
files from the current L.FREQ/CONDITION run for later use by programs such as STOCK
INDICES-DOC9/CREEL or Forth Graphics. If the option 'C - Continue with L-FREQ
Program' is chosen without first positioning the pointer, all files currently saved in auxiliary
memory will be deleted in the same manner as the previous version of L-
FREQ/CONDITION.
3. The order of the original menus has changed within the First option of the SELECTION
MENU: the optional creation of LFREQ/CONDITION tables, AUX. MEM. FILE
STORAGE, CRITERIA UPDATE, SUMMARY TABLE. The selection of length groups for
the species L-FREQ/CONDITION table occurs immediately after selecting a species for
analysis.
4. Within the length group choice menu, the option of ENTER YOUR OWN GROUPINGS
now requires length group definitions to be entered in MILLIMETERS, rather
than centimeters. This now permits more precise division of length frequency data than
was previously offered by the mandatory whole centimeter groupings. This also makes for a
more easily understood display of length groups.
The maximum number of user defined size groups allowed has been reduced from 22 to 15.
This is to insure compatibility with CPUE, which has always been able to utilize length
groups as defined in L-FREQ/CONDITION and saved to the CRITERIA file, but never in
excess of 15 groups. A second restriction applying to user defined size groups has carried
over from the previous version of this program. No size class can be defined by a length that
exceeds 1300mm. Attempts to enter group definitions in excess of 1300mm are trapped by
the program, followed by a warning message. By pressing the <Return> key, a prompt
appears for reentering the UPPER BOUND of the group. The program automatically stops
accepting group definitions after 15 groups have been entered.
The division of fish into groups follows the convention that a fish is included into a length
group if the size of that fish is equal to or greater than the lower boundary of a length group
but less than the upper limit. Thus an individual LMB, 100mm in length would be included
in a 100-110 mm length group, rather than a 90-100mm group.
In cases where a group is defined by a length other than that of a whole 10mm value (such as
114 rather than 110), the fish frequency for any whole centimeter length frequency
(DOC9/Screen 7) record, overlapping the millimeter definition, is divided between the two
length groups defined by that millimeter. For example, if 114mm is entered as the upper
bound for one LMB size group (100-114), it is automatically applied as the lower bound of
the next length group (i.e. 114mm - upper size). This creates two length groups that might be
overlapped by an individual length frequency record (Screen 7). In this example, a length
frequency record of 10 LMB of 11cm will overlap the two length groups set by 114mm,
since the of range of individual lengths represented by 11cm is actually 110-119mm. The
division of a fish frequency in these cases is weighted by the proportion of overlap by each
user defined length group within a given centimeter frequency. Since 40% of the 11
centimeter size class (110mm-113mm), in this example, falls within the range of the 100-
114mm user defined length group, 40% of the LMB frequency (i.e. 40% of 10 fish, or 4)
will be divided into that length group. Since the remaining 60% of the centimeter frequency is
overlapped by the 114mm+ length group, 60% of the 10 - 11cm LMB (or 6 fish) are applied
to the 114mm+ group. Since the proportional division of a centimeter length group rarely
divides a fish frequency as cleanly as this example, fractional numbers of fish are rounded up
or down to retain the correct number of fish within a sample.
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5. After creating and viewing a species L-FREQ/CONDITION table, the UPDATE
CRITERIA MENU, now has the additional option of selecting new length groupings for that
species. If chosen the program loops back and recalculates the L-FREQ table for that species.
6. In keeping with the change in length group definition, length groups within the L-
FREQ/CONDITION table are now reported in MILLIMETERs rather than CENTIMETERS.
Note that the SPECIES CATCH SUMMARY report, however, still reports min/max lengths
in CENTIMETERS (as well as in inches).
7. The SPECIES CATCH SUMMARY report now includes these additional fields:
% CONTRIBUTION. This column redisplays NUMBER CAUGHT as the proportion
of the total number of fish analyzed.
TOTAL SPECIES CAUGHT. This is given at the bottom left of the SPECIES
CATCH SUMMARY table. It represents the total number of species analyzed (listed) within
the table.
TOTAL FISH CAUGHT. This appears at the bottom right of the SPECIES CATCH
SUMMARY table. It represents the total number of all fish analyzed (listed) for the table.
Although each of these fields applies specifically to the set of species analyzed and displayed
in the SPECIES CATCH SUMMARY, whenever L-FREQ/CONDITION is run for "ALL"
species, these fields will give a breakdown of species composition and species richness for
the entire sample.
(3) Changes to Catch per Unit Effort (CPUE)
The most extensive revision of a DOC9 tabular output program is with CPUE. Although the
steps involved in running this program and the tabular outputs produced basically follow the
instructions given within the Manual for Fish Population Surveys (DOC) for the
District Fisheries Analysis System (FAS) (Bayley, et al. 1990a), CPUE has been
completely rewritten to resolve a number of errors within the original version of the program.
Specific changes to the program include:
1. The elimination of the summary version of the program CPUE.SUMMARY. The
option of producing summaries has now been incorporated into the full CPUE program.
Whenever a species is selected for CPUE calculation, the program follows with "DO YOU
WANT FINAL TABLE ONLY?" . Accepting the default of "Y" will produce CPUE
calculations for that species for the FINAL SUMMARY TABLE only. Before computation of
these CPUE values begins, though, the user must define the length groups to be used in the
CPUE analysis for that species (this can simply be one length group that spans the entire
range of possible lengths, such as 0-1300mm). Accepting the default of 15 - 10mm length
groups will generally result in an erroneous total for the species since this will exclude most,
if not all, fish from the analysis.
2. The protocol for the entry of user defined length groups follows that used by L-FREQ
Condition. Lengths in MILLIMETERs rather than CENTIMETER are now used to define
these groups:
3. As with L-FREQ/CONDITION, all individual species CPUE tables display length groups
by their MILLIMETER definition. This also applies to the display of length range given in
the CPUE FINAL SUMMARY TABLE.
The following restrictions still apply to CPUE. Unlike L-FREQ/CONDITION, the option to
analyze for "ALL" species is not supported. CPUE can analyze no more than 10 species at a
time. No more than 15 length groups can be specified for any species and no length beyond
1300mm can be used for a length group definition.
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(4) Changes to the STOCK INDEX TABLE program
1. The revised version of the STOCK INDEX TABLE program for CREEL and DOC9 data,
STOCK INDICES-DOC9/CREEL, replaces STOCK INDEX TABLE on the DOC9
Ramfactor Loader disk. As described in the Creel Survey Manual for the DISTRICT FAS
(Bayley, et al. 1990a), this version of STOCK INDEX TABLE, can now produce tables that
displays YAR/PSD/RSD from DOC9 data along side that of CREEL data. The ability to do
this, though, requires CREEL .RLF files from the program COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L-FREQ to
be available in auxiliary memory.
I. Description of LIMNOL.SUMMARY
LIMNOL.SUMMARY is a new tabular data output program, that reports the lake
limnology data collected in conjunction with fish population sampling. Specifically
LIMNOL.SUMMARY analyzes Screen 4 and Screen 5 records of a single DOC9 database
on the Apple II e and summarizes the following parameters:
(a) Air temperature
(b) Total alkalinity
(c) Conductivity
(d) Secchi disk
and depth profiles of:
(e) Water temperature
(f) Dissolved oxygen
(g) pH
Tabular output of these parameters is displayed in a single block for each combination of
LAKE, SEASON, STATION, and YEAR chosen (Figure 10).
LIMNOL.SUMMARY is a short program and unlike the other tabular output programs of
DOC9, the routines for setting the necessary criteria on data for the output are contained
within the program. Running SELECT CRITERIA is not required prior to running
LIMNOL.SUMMARY. Another unique aspect of LIMNOL.SUMMARY is that it can
summarize multiple years of data within a single table. Specifically, multiple stations and/or
years of limnological data can be summarized for any select lake and season. Like the other
DOC9 tabular output programs, LIMNOL.SUMMARY features the ability of screen
previewing output tables prior to printing them.
LIMNOL.SUMMARY is available only by uploading Partition 4 of the Ramfactor Loader
Disk for FAS DOC9 programs (DOC9 OUTPUT PROGRAMS W/
LIMNOL.SUMMARY).
Instructions for running LIMNOL.SUMMARY:
To run LIMNOL.SUMMARY, select option " 4. LIMNOL.SUMMARY" from the
SELECT OUTPUT menu for DOC9. Note that LIMNOL.SUMMARY replaces the
previous program listed for this option, CPUE.SUMMARY.
The program starts with the display of a title page. As with other DOC9 programs you can
optionally exit the program at this point by pressing <Control><Q>.
1. Pressing <Return> displays the prompt for choice of printers now incorporated into all of
the DOC9 programs. Press <Return> to accept the default of C. ITOH Prowriter or press
<N> and <Return> for Epson LQ-870.
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2. Next, you'll go through a selection process, identical to the SELECT CRITERIA
program, where a single LAKE and SEASON CODE are chosen for summarization,
followed by the selection of one or more STATION(s) and YEAR(s). The possible choices
within each screen display can be selected or unselected by moving the arrow cursor to that
line and pressing <Return>. Choices are displayed in reverse video when selected.
3. After the selection process is completed, the program displays the DATA OUTPUT
METHOD menu. Here you're given the choice of either SCREEN or PRINTER output. As
with other DOC9 programs, the SCREEN option gives you the opportunity to PRINT the
table after viewing it, by pressing <Control><P>.
4. With either output method chosen, you're given the options to:
(a) Enter a tide for the table, (b) include the standard title "LAKE LIMNOLOGY
SUMMARY" in the table heading, and (c) print the lake name in the table heading. Refer to
Figure 10. to see where these items appear in the table. Each of these is included within the
table by default.
5. At this point, the program produces the table, followed by the option of rerunning the
program or returning to the SELECT OUTPUT menu. The default 'N' returns you to the
SELECT OUTPUT MENU.
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Figure 1 . The organization of the DOC9 component of STATE FAS data tables in Paradox 4.0. The relational paths
between tables are flow charted with the primary common field (or link) listed between tables. Main data
tables are shown in solid lines, ancillary tables in dashed lines.
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Figure 2. The organization of the CREEL component of STATE FAS in PARADOX 4.0.
The relational paths between tables are flowcharted with common fields used to link
records listed in italics between tables. Main data tables are shown in solid lines, ancillary
tables in dashed lines.
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Figure 3. Schematic of creel summary data transfer from General Manager databases on the Apple II e to the
Paradox version of STATE FAS on the PC. The process begins with the summarization of a GM Creel database
using the standard creel user output programs adapted for output to ASCII text files. These text files are then
transferred from the Apple to PC system through serially linked computers simultaneously running communi-
cations software such as Kermit. Import into STATE FAS in Paradox 4.0 is accomplished using one or more
Paradox application programs (scripts). Each text file is initially written to a temporary Paradox table
(shown as shaded boxes) for data verification and assignment of values for the linking field(s) CUCODE and
CSCODE. The PAL scripts then transfer these records automatically to their respective permanent STATE FAS table.
COMP.TRIP / SUPP / L.FREQSTATCALC DESIGNOUT
.jILU
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Paradox 4.0 PAL Script DOC9UPL
(1) ASCII text files SCREEN1....SCREEN9 are imported to temporary tables SC1TEMP...SCOTEMP
(2) Records in the SC* TEMP tables are checked. Records already present in STATE FAS are deleted.
Records with questionable data are copied to SC# ERR tables for later evaluation.
(3) Remaining records are processed and added to the permanent data tables DSCREEN1...DSCREEN9.
..S...E. . 1 .. .D N 2. S N D N DN 5 .. . .S. .. .. ......
...... ..... .... . .... , i ., ..-
SC1ERR jSC2ERR SC3ERR j SC4ERR j SCSERR j SC6ERR SC7ERR SC8ERR SC9ERR
Figure 4. Schematic of DOC9 data transfer from General Manager databases on the Apple II e to the
Paradox version of STATE FAS on the PC. The process begins with the export of all nine screens of
DOC9 data from General Manager using the Applesoft Basic program USER.COMPRESS.DATA to a
single text file. The text file is transferred to the PC system over serial cable using communications
software such as Kermit. Once on the PC, the Fortran progran DECOMPRE.F77 creates a separarate ASCII
text file with all the records contained within each screen of the DOC9 database transferred. Finally, a Paradox
application program, DOC9UPL, imports these nine text files as a group into temporary tables (noted by
shaded boxes) within Paradpx. Data within each record are checked for questionable values and for
redundancy with existing records in STATE FAS. New records to the database are then added
to their respective permanent table (shown above as boxes with solid borders). Questionable records are
transferred to a separate table (noted by doted border), where they're held for verification prior to
uploading to a permanent STATE FAS table.
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Figure 5. Query forms produced within ASK for STATE FAS (DOC9) tables
DSCREEN4 and DSCREEN7 after selecting records, setting conditions, and
linking tables for the example DOC9 query described in Chapter 4.
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Standard Report
LAKE SEASON STATION YEAR FCODE SAMPLE FASSP TL CM FREQ FCODE-1
----------------------------------- ---------- --------------------------------------
CLINTON LAKE 31 2 85 000018 El TOM 770 1 D00018CLINTON LAKE 31 2 85 D00018 El TGM 1010 1 D00018CLINTON LAKE 31 2 85 000018 E3 TGM 840 1 000018CLINTON LAKE 31 2 85 000018 E3 TGM 860 1 000018CLINTON LAKE 31 2 85 000018 E3 TGM 920 1 D00018CLINTON LAKE 31 2 85 000018 ES TcM 280 1 D00018CLINTON LAKE 31 2 85 000018 E6 TGM 870 1 D00018
CLINTON LAKE 31 2 85 D00018 E7 TGM 490 1 D00018
CLINTON LAKE 31 2 85 000018 E8 TGM 480 1 D00018
CLINTON LAKE 31 2 85 000018 E8 TGM 570 1 000018CLINTON LAKE 31 3 85 000019 El TGM 240 1 D00019
CLINTON LAKE 31 3 85 000019 El TGM 260 1 000019
CLINTON LAKE 31 3 85 D00019 El TGM 290 1 000019CLINTON LAKE 31 3 85 000019 El TGM 510 1 D00019CLINTON LAKE 31 3 85 D00019 El TGM 530 1 D00019
CLINTON LAKE 31 3 85 000019 E2 TGM 280 1 000019CLINTON LAKE 31 3 85 D00019 E3 TGM 230 1 D00019
CLINTON LAKE 31 1 85 D00020 El TGM 280 1 D00020CLINTON LAKE 31 1 85 D00020 El TGM 290 1 D00020CLINTON LAKE 31 1 85 D00020 E3 TGM 370 1 D00020
CLINTON LAKE 31 1 85 D00020 E3 TGM 480 1 D00020CLINTON LAKE 31 1 85 D00020 E4 TGM 250 1 D00020CLINTON LAKE 31 1 85 D00020 E4 TGM 270 1 D00020CLINTON LAKE 31 1 85 000020 E4 TGM 550 1 D00020CLINTON LAKE 31 1 85 D00020 E6 TGM 500 1 000020CLINTON LAKE 31 1 87 D00259 E2 TGM 570 1 D00259CLINTON LAKE 31 1 87 D00259 E2 TGM 780 1 000259CLINTON LAKE 31 1 87 D00259 E3 TGM 230 1 D00259
CLINTON LAKE 31 1 87 D00259 E4 TGM 510 1 D00259CLINTON LAKE 31 1 87 D00259 E4 TGM 560 1 000259CLINTON LAKE 31 1 87 D00259 E4 TGM 570 1 000259CLINTON LAKE 31 1 87 D00259 E4 TGM 590 1 D00259CLINTON LAKE 31 1 - 87 000259 E4 TGM 670 1 000259CLINTON LAKE 31 1 87 D00259 E4 TGM 720 2 000259
CLINTON LAKE 31 1 87 000259 E6 TGM 310 1 000259
CLINTON LAKE 31 2 87 D00260 El TGM 700 1 D00260
CLINTON LAKE 31 2 87 000260 El TGM 810 1 000260
CLINTON LAKE 31 2 87 000260 E8 TGM 800 1 000260
CLINTON LAKE 31 3 87 000261 El TCM 560 2 000261
CLINTON LAKE 31 3 87 000261 El TCM 590 1 000261
CLINTON LAKE 31 3 87 000261 El TGM 630 1 000261
CLINTON LAKE 31 3 87 000261 El TGM 640 1 000261
CLINTON LAKE 31 3 87 000261 El TGM 670 1 000261
CLINTON LAKE 31 3 87 000261 El TGM 680 1 000261
CLINTON LAKE 31 3 87 000261 El TGM 710 1 000261
CLINTON LAKE 31 3 87 000261 El TGM 760 1 000261
CLINTON LAKE 31 3 87 000261 El TGM 820 1 000261
CLINTON LAKE 31 3 87 000261 E2 TGM 510 1 000261
CLINTON LAKE 31 3 87 000261 E2 TGM 560 1 000261
CLINTON LAKE 31 3 87 000261 E2 TGM 600 1 000261
Figure 6. Paradox standard report form produced from the ANSWER table of the
DOC9 example query for tables DSCREEN4 and DSCREEN7. The FCODE
fields of both tables are displayed with the selected fields of the query to
illustrate the link between these tables.
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(1) AppearWace of Query Forms in the CREEL Example - LEFT fields
* View Ask
I LAKE
Report Create Modify Image Forms Tools
Query \pdox40\creeldb\creel92\cidtable
YEAR C-ACRES
V =92
Scripts Exit
MSTRATSAMP
o.o. e.......,o , ,.*.......................,.....:.,: ;.....
([.[] . Query \pdox40\creeldb\creel92\ccatch t =I11 CUCODE CSCODE DPER BSST A
Sco00001 V oI 4 -="ST"I- v
1 of 1 ======2 ======:: :
(2) Appearance of Query Forms in the CREEL Example - CENTER fields
* View Ask Report Create Modify Image Forms Tools Scripts Exit
S] Query \pdox40\creeldb\creel92\cidtable [t =I
DN SPP SOUGHT SRATIO EFRATIO A
-- ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ---- ---------o------••---•- -
---- --
-----....................... .....---. ...  . ........... .. 
..............-
II
1 of 1- - --. ........
•
•--,.-----
1_0 'Query \pdox40\creeldb\creel92\cidtable [tCUCODE CSCODE CQUAL1 CQUAL2 AV C00001 V 1
Query \pdox40\creeldb\creel92\ccatch
CUCODE CSCODE DPER BSST
SC00001 V 1 ="ST" 2
: : :::.::
:: : : : : : : : 
::::::::: ;u? ::: : ::::: :::::::::::::::::: .. .-. . ..* * .. ................
(3) Appearace of Query Forms in the CREEL Example - RIGHTfields
- View Ask Report Create Modify Image Forms Tools Scripts Exit
Query \pdox40\creeldb\creel92\cidtable
CQUAL3 CQUAL4 COMFLAG ANLCOMMENT
=fly"
-- - -- - -- - -- -  -- - -- -- - -- - -- -- - -p -- -- - -- - -- - -r-- --- - -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- - -- - ---t- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- 
=[a]] •Query
FASSP
V H"LMB" V ="H"
.=1 f 1I
lp F6 V Alt L .L- I DO-IT I
\pdox40\creeldb\creel92\ccatch "•[t =I
H C NFHR SENFHR A
I- ---- --- --------------- --- --
I Main I
Figure 7. Query forms produced within ASK for STATE FAS (CREEL) tables CIDTABLE and CCATCH
after selecting records, setting conditions, and linking tables for the example CREEL query
described in Chapter 4. Checks indicate fields selected for display, "w" Indicate a condition,
strings without "=" Indicate links.
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Standard Report
LAKE
CARLYLE LAKE
CARLYLE TAILWATER
CHARLESTON SIDE CHANNEL LAKE
CLEAR LAKE - KSP
COFFEEN LAKE
DEVILS KITCHEN LAKE
DOLAN STATE LAKE
GREENVILLE NEW CITY LAKE
JONES STATE LAKE
KINKAID LAKE
LAKE DECATUR
LONG LAKE - KSP
PIERCE LAKE
PITTSFIELD LAKE
RAMSEY LAKE
WASHINGTON COUNTY LAKE
WELDON SPRINGS
Figure Paradox stan ard repot produced from the ANSWER table of the example CREEL query 
for
Stablesd CIDTABLE eand CCATCOH.The CUCODE and CSCODE 
fields of both tables are
displayed with the selected fields of the query to illustrate the 
link between these tables.
YEAR
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
CUCODE
C00017
C00018
C00006
C00003
C00009
C00015
C00013
C00010
C00014
C00016
C00007
C00004
C00001
C00008
C00012
C0011
C00005
CSCODE
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
CUCODE-1
C00017
C00018
C00006
C00003
C00009
C00015
C00013
C00010
C00014
C00016
C00007
C00004
C00001
C00008
C00012
C00011
C00005
CSCODE-1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
FASSP
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
HC
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
TOTFISH
1938
229
324
351
4954
2588
336
53
670
2668
485
380
0
275
150
2426
1335
Page 16/26/93
Sample Paradox Tabular Report
from the Creel Component of STATE FAS
Displaying Total Harvest Estimates for
Largemouth Bass for all impoundments surveyed in 1992
Impoundment
CARLYLE LAKE
CARLYLE TAILWATER
CHARLESTON SIDE CHANNEL LAKE
CLEAR LAKE - KSP
COFFEEN LAKE
DEVILS KITCHEN LAKE
DOLAN STATE LAKE
GREENVILLE NEW CITY LAKE
JONES STATE LAKE
KINKAID LAKE
LAKE DECATUR
LONG LAKE - KSP
PIERCE LAKE
PITTSFIELD LAKE
RAMSEY LAKE
WASHINGTON COUNTY LAKE
WELDON SPRINGS
Year
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
FAS Species (H)arvest/
Code (C) atch
LMB
"LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
LMB
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
Total
No. Caught
1938
229
324
351
4954
2588
336
53
670
2668
485
380
0
275
150
2426
1335
Comment s :
Report created with Paradox Report Designer using the ANSWER table
from Query of STATE FAS tables CIDTABLE and CCATCH. Tables linked on fields
[CUCODE] and [CSCODE]. Conditions within CIDTABLE: (YEAR]= 92 and
[(CQUAL4]= Y; within CCATCH: [FASSP]= LMB, (H_C]= H, (BSST] = ST
Figure 9. Sample Paradox tabular report created within the Report Designer. Report shows estimated
total harvest of Largemouth Bass for Impoundments creeled In 1992. Data from the ANSWER
table of the STATE FAS CREEL example query of tables CIDTABLE and CCATCH described
in Chapter 4.
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TABLE Sample output from LIMNOL.SUMMARY
LAKE LIMNOLOGY SUMMARY
LAKE FUL-O-FISH
STATION #: 1 SEASON: FALL
AIR TEMPERATURE 11 (C)
TOT. ALKALINITY ---
CONDUCTIVITY - - -
SECCHI DISK ---
DATE 10/22/90
51.8 (F)
TIME 9:30
WATER TEMP
(C) (F) D.O. (PPM)
STATION #: 2 SEASON: FALL DATE 10/22/90 TIME 10:00
AIR TEMPERATURE 11 (C) 51.8 (F)
TOT. ALKALINITY ---
CONDUCTIVITY ---
SECCHI DISK --
DEPTH
(FT)
SURFACE
WATER TEMP
(C) (F) D.O. (PPM) pH
15 59
STATION #: 3 SEASON: FALL DATE 10/23/90 TIME 10:30
AIR TEMPERATURE 12 (C) 53.6 (F)
TOT. ALKALINITY ---
CONDUCTIVITY - - -
SECCHI DISK ---
DEPTH
(FT)
SURFACE
WATER TEMP
(C) (F)
15 59
D.O. (PPM) pH
STATION #: 2 SEASON: FALL DATE 10/21/91 TIME 10:00
AIR TEMPERATURE 8 (C) 46.4 (F)
TOT. ALKALINITY ---
CONDUCTIVITY 200 u-MHOS/CM
SECCHI DISK 12.7 (FT)
WATER TEMP
(C) (F)
12
12
11
10.7
8
8
D.O. (PPM)
53.6
53.6
51.8
51.26
46.4
46.4
12.5
11
9.7
9.2
7
6.8
STATION #: 3 SEASON: FALL DATE 10/21/91 TIME 10:30
AIR TEMPERATURE 9 (C) 48.2 (F)
TOT. ALKALINITY ---
CONDUCTIVITY -
SECCHI DISK ---
DEPTH
(FT)
SURFACE
WATER TEMP
(C) (F)
12 53.6
D.O. (PPM) pH
7.2
Figure 10. Sample summary table of DOC9 limnological data produced by LIMNOLSUMMARY
DEPTH
(FT)
SURFACE
pH
8.2
DEPTH
(FT)
SURFACE
1
2
5
7.5
10
pH
7.4
6.9
6.75
6.66
6.65
FAS: STATE FAS Database And Programs (1993) S.T. Sobaski, P.B. Bayley
Appendix A. Data tables of the DOC9 component of STATE FAS, within Paradox 4.0. The
structure of each table is given, with fields listed by their order within the table. Following each
field name are the definition (type), approximate data length (for alphanumeric fields), and short
description of the field's contents.
FAS: STATE FAS Database And Programs (1993) S.T. Sobaski, P.B. Bayley
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
DSCREEN 1: IDOC DISTRICT DATA
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
I REGION N
2 DISTRICT N
3 DISTBIOL A 21
District biologist name
4 REPLNAME A 21
Replacement name
5 REPLDATE A 8
Replacement date
6 YRDATAST N
Years of data starting from 19[ ]
7 YRDATATO N
Years of data to 19[ ]
8 DDSCALE A 2
Depths/Distances in (FT) or (ME)tric
9 COMMENTI A 70
General comments regarding lake database
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
FAS: STATE FAS Database And Programs (1993) S.T. Sobaski, P.B. Bayley
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
DSCREEN 2: LAKE-STATION-SEASON DATA
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 LAKE A 30
2 SEASON N
Season code
3 STATION N
Station number
4 COUNTY A 3
Three digit Illinois county code
5 ACREAGE N
6 CLASS A 2
Lake class (PU, ST, RE, PR)
7 MAXDEPTH N
Lake maximum depth (FT)
8 AVGDEPTH N
Lake average depth (FT)
9 SHORLENG N
Shoreline length (FT)
10 COMMENT2 A 70
Lake specific comments
11 LOCATION A 70
Station location
12 SHORZONE N
Station shoreline length (FT)
13 COMMTZON A 31
Comments pertaining to the station
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
FAS: STATE FAS Database And Programs (1993) S.T. Sobaski, P.B. Bayley
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
DSCREEN 3: SAMPLE-PERMANENT DATA
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
I LAKE A 30
2 SEASON N
3 STATION N
4 SAMPLE A 2
Sample code (First letter = Gear, Second character = sample number)
5 LOCATION A 70
Description of sample location
6 SHORELEN N
Shoreline length (FT)
7 XDISOFFI N
Mean distance (FT) offshore at 5 FT. depth
8 XDISOFF2 N
Mean distance (FT) offshore at 10 FT. depth
9 HARDCOVR N
Hard cover (trunks, brush) rated 0 to 3
10 PCTRPRAP N
Percentage of shoreline as rip-rap
11 COMMENT3 A 70
Comments pertaining to sampling effort
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
FAS: STATE FAS Database And Programs (1993) S.T. Sobaski, P.B. Bayley
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
DSCREEN 4: STATION DATA
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 LAKE A 30
2 SEASON N
3 STATION N
4 YEAR N
5 MONTH N
6 DAY
7 RECDTIME N
Time of recording
8 AIRTEMP N
Air Temperature (C)
9 TOTALALK N
Total Alkalinity
10 CONDUCT N
Conductivity
11 SECCHI N
Secchi disk reading (FT)
12 H20LVL N
Water level (FT) plus/minus normal level
13 BOATMAN A 12
Boatman's name
14 FDIPPER A 12
Front dipper's name
15 COMMENT4 A 31
Comments regarding sampling session
16 FCODE A 6
DOC9 linking code
17 SAMPCODE A 18
DOC9 Sampling code used for standard output programs. Calculated as a concatenation of
(LAKENUMB + '19' + YEAR + SEASON + STATION)
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
FAS: STATE FAS Database And Programs (1993) S.T. Sobaski, P.B. Bayley
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
DSCREEN 5: DEPTH PROFILE
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 MONTH N
2 DAY N
3 DEPTH _FT N
Depth of water sample (FT)
4 H2OTEMPC N
Water temperature (C)
5 02_PPM N
Dissolved oxygen (PPM)
6 PH N
pH of water sample
7 FCODE A 6
DOC9 linking code
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
FAS: STATE FAS Database And Programs (1993) S.T. Sobaski, P.B. Bayley
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
DSCREEN 6: SAMPLE DATA
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 SAMPLE A 2
2 MONTH N
3 DAY N
4 STARTTIME N
Starting time of sampling in military time
5 ENDTIME N
End of sampling in military time
6 GEARS24H A 1
Gear set for 24 hrs. (Y/N)
7 PCTSHORE N
Percentage of shoreline covered by sampling
8 WEEDCOV N
Percentage weed cover in sampling zone
9 PCTSHAD N
Percent of sampling run time for Shad
10 MAXTLSHD N
Maximum total length of shad (cm) subsampled
11 FASSP2 A 3
Species code for second species subsampled
12 PCTSS2 N
Percentage of sampling run time for second species
13 MAXTLSP2 N
Maximum total length (cm) of second species subsampled
14 FASSP3 A 3
Species code for third species subsampled
15 PCTSS3 N
Percentage of sampling run time for third species
16 MAXTLSP3 N
Maximum total length (cm) of third species subsampled
17 FASSP4 A 3
Species code for fourth species subsampled
18 PCTSS4 N
Percentage of sampling run time for fourth species
19 MAXTLSP4 N
Maximum total length (cm) of fourth species subsampled
20 COMMENT6 A 70
Comments regarding sampling run
21 FCODE A 3
DOC9 linking code
22 GEARTYPE A 1
Code for sampling gear used (first character of SAMPLE)
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
FAS: STATE FAS Database And Programs (1993) S.T. Sobaski, P.B. Bayley
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
DSCREEN 7: FISH LENGTH-FREQUENCY DATA
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 SAMPLE A 2
2 FASSP A 3
FAS fish species code
3 TLCM N
Total length size class (10-mm group)
4 FREQ N
Frequency of fish
5 FCODE A 6
DOC9 linking code
6 GEARTYPE A 1
Code for sampling gear used (first character of SAMPLE)
7 TFREQ N
Total frequency of fish based on the extrapolation of FREQ for any
subsampled species or species groups found in DSCREEN6
8 EST1TFREQ N
Estimated total frequency based on TFREQ scaled by a gear calibration correction factor
9 ESTTWTG N
Estimated total biomass (g) of fish within the size class. Calculated as the standard weight for
fish in the size class multiplied by ESTTFREQ
10 NWT N
Number of fish within this size class individually weighed in the field
11 KNMEAN N
Average Kn (LeCren condition factor). Calculated from DSCREEN 8 records of individually
measured fish from the sample falling within this size class.
12 KNSSQ N
Sum of squares for KNMEAN value
13 WRMEAN N
Average Wr condition factor. Calculated from individual fish measurements in DSCREEN8
14 WRSSA N
Sum of squares for WRSSQ
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
FAS: STATE FAS Database And Programs (1993) S.T. Sobaski, P.B. Bayley
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
DSCREEN 8: FISH LENGTH/WEIGHT DATA
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 SAMPLE A 2
2 FASSP A 3
FAS fish species code
3 TOTTL_MM N
Total length (MM)
4 WEIGHT_G N
Weight in grams
5 FCODE A 6
DOC9 linking code
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
DSCREEN 9: AGE DATA
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 SAMPLE A 2
2 FAC3? A
FAS fish species code
3 TLMM N
4 ENVLCODE N
Envelope code
5 AGE _SCAL N
Fish age based on scales
6 AGE_OTOL N
Fish age based on otoliths
7 FCODE A 6
DOC9 linking code
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
FAS: STATE FAS Database And Programs (1993) S.T. Sobaski, P.B. Bayley
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component and CREEL component
LAKEDIST
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 LAKE A 30
2 REGION N
IDOC Fisheries Region
3 DISTRICT N
IDOC Fisheries District
4 LAKENUMB A 4
IDOC standard lake number
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component and CREEL component
FISHCODE
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 FASSP A 3
FAS fish species code
2 SPECIES A 70
Fish species scientific name
3 COMMON A 45
Fish species common name
4 MAXTLMM N
Normal maximum length of species in Illinois in mm
5 MAXTLCM N
Normal maximum length of species in Illinois in cm
6 ILRECWTG N
Illinois record weight in grams
7 WRECWT_G N
World record weight in grams
8 C/M A 1
Flag for the species noting whether individual fish are measured to the nearest (c)entimeter or
(m)illimeter
9 KNA N
a parameter for the calculation of LeCren's Kn
10 KNB N
b parameter for the calculation of LeCren's Kn
11 WRA N
a parameter for the calculation of Wr
12 WRB N
b parameter for the calculation of Wr
13 STOCKTL N
Minimum stock length (cm)
14 QUALSIZE N
Minimum quality size (cm)
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
FAS: STATE FAS Database And Programs (1993) S.T. Sobaski, P.B. Bayley
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
GEAR
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
I GEARTYPE A 1
Code for gear used in sampling
2 GEARTEXT A 16
Text explanation of code
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric
LEN = length of field in characters
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
SEASON
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 SEASON N
Season code
2 SEASTEXT A 6
Text explanation of season code
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
STATE FAS - DOC9 Component
COUNTY
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 COUNTY A 3
County code
2 CONAME A 11
County name
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric
LEN = length of field in characters
FAS:STATE FAS Database and Programs (1993) S. T. Sobaski, P. B. Bayley
Appendix B. Data tables of the CREEL component of STATE FAS, within Paradox 4.0.
The structure of each table is given, with fields listed by their order within table. Following each
field name are the field definition (type), approximate data length (for alphanumeric fields), and
short description of the field's contents.
FAS:STATE FAS Database and Programs (1993) S. T. Sobaski, P. B. Bayley
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CIDTABLE : Creel Analysis Identification Table
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
I LAKE A 30
2 YEAR N
3 C_ACRES N
Creeled acreage of lake
4 MSTRATSAMP A 225
List of all main strata (year periods and sections) analyzed
5 MSTRATSAMP+ A 195
Continuation of field MSTRATSAMP
6 MSTRATCOAL A 225
List of main strata coalesced (coalesced strata are joined by a '+')
7 MSTRATCOAL+ A 195
Continuation of field MSTRATCOAL
8 MSCOAL A 1
Flag noting whether any main strata were coalesced in the analysis (C-coalesced,
S-retained all stratification)
9 DAYCOAL A 1
Flag noting day period coalescing (C-coalesced, S-stratification retained)
10 WHCOAL A 1
Flag noting the coalescing of day type (Weekday /Weekend -Holiday ) stratum.
(C-Coalesced, S-stratification retained)
11 DN A 1
Day or Night creel identification code (D-Day,N-Night)
12 SPP_SOUGHT A 24
Listing of the anglers included in the analysis, by the FASSP codes of the fish sought. Where
all anglers were analyzed, SPP_SOUGHT = 'ALL'
13 SRATIO N
Sampling ratio (the percentage of possible day periods sampled)
14 EFRATIO N
Percentage of estimated total angler effort interviewed
15 NO_INTERV
Total number of interviews analyzed
16 SPP_CAUGHT A 150
List of all species caught (Harvested and Released) in interviews analyzed
17 LAKENUMB A 4
IDOC lake identification number
18 CUCODE A 6
CREEL Universal Linking Code. Denotes unique combinations of fields LAKE, YEAR,
MSTRATSAMP, MSTRATSAMP+, D_N, and SPPSOUGHT. Format is a five integer string
prefaced with a 'C'.
19 CSCODE N
CREEL Stratification Code. Denotes unique combinations of fields MSTRATCOAL,
MSTRATCOAL+, DAYCOAL, and WHCOAL for each CUCODE record.
20 CQUAL1 A 1
Code to identify specific types of creels or creel analyses (W-warmwater lake sections only, N-
nonwarmwater sections only, I-ice creel only, S-spillway only, Null-combination of any or all of
these)
continued...
FAS:STATE FAS Database and Programs (1993) S. T. Sobaski, P. B. Bayley
CIDTABLE : Creel Analysis Identification Table (continued)
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
21 CQUAL2 N
Code for specific season analyzed. Values follow the DOC9 convention for season with
10 - Spring, 20 - Summer, 30 - Fall, 40 - Winter. Null value indicates analysis spanned
several seasons.
22 CQUAL3 A 1
Code indicating the number of strata analyzed (A-All strata, P-partial set)
23 CQUAL4 A I
Flag indicating best stratification scheme (Y-Yes, N-No)
24 COMFLAG A 1
Flag indicating that general comments for the creel are present in table CCOMMENT
(Y-Yes, N-No)
25 ANLCOMMENT A 255
Comments specific to creel analysis
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
FAS:STATE FAS Database and Programs (1993) S. T. Sobaski, P. B. Bayley
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CIDTEMP : Creel Analysis Identification Scratch Table
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 LAKE A 30
2 YEAR N 2
3 C ACRES N 6
Creeled acreage of lake
4 MSTRATSAMP A 225
List of all main strata (year periods and sections) analyzed
5 MSTRATSAMP+ A 195
Continuation of field MSTRATSAMP
6 MSTRATCOAL A 225
List of main strata coalesced (coalesced strata are joined by a '+')
7 MSTRATCOAL+ A 195
Continuation of field MSTRATCOAL
8 MSCOAL A 1
Flag noting whether any main strata were coalesced in the analysis
(C-coalesced, S-retained all stratification)
9 DAYCOAL A 1
Flag noting day period coalescing (C-coalesced, S-stratification retained)
10 WHCOAL A 1
Flag noting the coalescing of day type (Weekday /Weekend -Holiday ) stratum.
(C-Coalesced, S-stratification retained)
11 DN A 1
Day or Night creel identification code (D-Day,N-Night)
12 SPPSOUGHT A 24
Listing of the anglers included in the analysis by the FASSP codes of the fish sought.
Where all anglers were analyzed, SPP_SOUGHT = 'ALL'
13 SRATIO N
Sampling ratio (the percentage of possible day periods sampled)
14 EFRATIO N
Percentage of estimated angler effort interviewed
15 NO INTERV
Total number of interviews analyzed
16 SPPCAUGHT A 150
List of all species caught (Harvested and Released) in interviews analyzed
17 LAKENUMB N
IDOC lake identification number
18 CUCODE A 6
CREEL Universal Linking Code. Denotes unique combinations of fields LAKE, YEAR,
MSTRATSAMP, MSTRATSAMP+, DN, and SPP_SOUGHT. Format is a five integer string
prefaced with a 'C'.
19 CSCODE N
CREEL Stratification Code. Denotes unique combinations of fields MSTRATCOAL,
MSTRATCOAL+, DAYCOAL, and WHCOAL for each CUCODE record.
20 CQUALI A 1
Code to identify specific types of creels or creel analyses (W-warmwater lake sections only, N-
nonwarmwater sections only, I-ice creel only, S-spillway only, Null-combination of any or all of
these)
continued...
FAS:STATE FAS Database and Programs (1993) S. T. Sobaski, P. B. Bayley
CIDTEMP : Creel Analysis Identification Scratch Table (continued)
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
21 CQUAL2 N
Code for specific season analyzed. Values follow the DOC9 convention for season with
10 - Spring, 20 - Summer, 30 - Fall, 40 - Winter. Null value indicates analysis spanned several
seasons.
22 CQUAL3 A 1
Code indicating the number of strata analyzed (A-All strata, P-partial set)
23 CQUAL4 A 1
Flag indicating best stratification scheme (Y-Yes, N-No)
24 COMFLAG A 1
Flag indicating that general comments for the creel are present in table CCOMMENT
(Y-Yes, N-No)
25 ANLCOMMENT A 255
Comments specific to creel analysis
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
Bold fields receive data during the import of records from the ASCII text file lake. CAI . Other fields are assigned
values either automatically or through user input within a PAL application, prior to the transfer of records to
CIDTABLE.
FAS:STATE FAS Database and Programs (1993) S. T. Sobaski, P. B. Bayley
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CEFFORT : Creel Angler Effort Data Table
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 CUCODE A 6
CREEL universal linking code
2 CSCODE N
CREEL stratification linking code
3 DPER N
Day Period (1 - Morning, 2 - Midday, 3 - Late afternoon, 4 - Full Day)
4 BSST A 2
Code indicating type of angler data analyzed (B-Boat anglers only, S-Shore anglers
anglers only, CO-All anglers, Boat and Shore data coalesced, ST-All anglers,
Boat and Shore data stratified)
5 WANGHR N
Weekday angler effort (hours)
6 SEWANGHR N
Standard error of field WANGHR
7 DFWANGHR N
Degrees of freedom for field WANGHR
8 TVWANGHR N
T-value at 0.05 level for field DFWANGHR
9 W%EFFINT N
Percentage of total weekday angler effort interviewed
10 HANGHR N
Weekend/Holiday angler effort (hours)
11 SEWANGHR N
Standard error of field HANGHR
12 DFWANGHR N
Degrees of freedom for field HANGHR
13 TVWANGHR N
T-value at 0.05 level for field DFHANGHR
14 H%EFFINT N
Percentage of total weekend/holiday angler effort interviewed
15 TANGHR N
Total angler effort (hours) for stratum
16 SETANGHR N
Standard error of field TANGHR
17 DFTANGHR N
Degrees of freedom for field TANGHR
18 TVTANGHR N
T-value at 0.05 level for field DFTANGHR
19 T%EFFINT N
Percentage of total angler effort interviewed for stratum
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
FAS:STATE FAS Database and Programs (1993) S. T. Sobaski, P. B. Bayley
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CCATCH : Creel Harvest and Catch Data Summary Table
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 CUCODE A 6
CREEL Universal Linking Code
2 CSCODE N
CREEL Stratification Linking Code
3 DPER N
Day Period (1 - Morning, 2 - Midday, 3 - Late afternoon, 4 - Full Day)
4 BSST A 2
Code indicating type of angler data analyzed (CO-All anglers, Boat and Shore data
coalesced, ST-AU anglers,Boat and Shore data stratified)
5 FASSP A 3
FAS Fish species Code
6 HC A 1
Code identifying the record as either for fish (H)arvested or (C)aught
7 NFHR N
Number of fish taken per hour fishing
8 SENFHR N
Standard Error of field NFHR
9 DFNFHR N
Degrees of freedom for field NFHR
10 TVNFHR N
T-value at 0.05 level for field SENFHR
11 TOTFISH N
Estimated total number of fish taken
12 SETOTFISH N
Standard error of field TOTFISH
13 DFTOTFISH N
Degrees of freedom for field TOTFISH
14 TVTOTFISH N
T-value at 0.05 level for field DFTOTFISH
15 NFHA N
Number of fish taken per hectare
16 KGFHR N
Kilograms of fish taken per hour fishing
17 SEKGFHR N
Standard error of field KGFHR
18 DFKGFHR N
Degrees of freedom for field KGFHR
19 TVKGFHR N
T-value at 0.05 level for field DFKGFHR
20 TOTKG N
Estimated total kilograms of fish taken
21 SETOTKG N
Standard error of field TOTKG
22 DFTOTKG N
Degrees of freedom for field TOTKG
continued...
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CCATCH : Creel Harvest and Catch Data Summary Table (continued)
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
23 TVTOTKG N
T-value at 0.05 level for field DFTOTKG
24 KGFHA N
Kilograms of fish taken per hectare
25 AVGWTG N
Average fish weight in grams
26 NFACRE N
Number of fish per acre (Computed from field NFHA as [NFHA] * 0.40469)
27 LBFHR N
Pounds of fish taken per hour (Computed from field KGFHR as [KGFHR] * 2.20462)
28 TOTLB N
Total pounds of fish taken (Computed from field TOTKG as [TOTKG] * 2.20462)
29 LBFACRE N
Total pounds of fish taken per acre (Computed from field KGFHA as [KGFHA] * 0.8921877)
30 AVGWTLB N
Average weight of fish taken in pounds (Computed from field AVGWTG as
[AVGWTG] * 0.00220462)
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CCOMMENT: Comments pertaining to entire creel.
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 LAKE A 30
2 YEAR N
3 DN A 181
Day or Night creel identification code (D-Day, N-Night)
4 CREELCOM
Comments on entire creel
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CDESIGN : Creel Main Stratification Design Table
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 LAKE A 30
2 YEAR N
3 D N A 1
Code identifying creel as either a (D)ay or (N)ight creel
4 STRATUM N
Stratum Number
5 CSECTION N
Creel lake section number
6 FJDAY N
First julian day of year period
7 FDATE A 5
First calendar date (MM/DD) of year period
8 LJDAY N
Last julian day of year period
9 LDATE A 5
Last calendar date (MM/DD) of year period
10 NSHIFTS N
Average number of creel shifts worked per week
11 FISHHRDAY N
Fishable hours per day
12 DPISTART A 4
Starting time of day period 1
13 DP1EFHRS N
Effective hours for day period 1
14 DP2START A 4
Starting time of day period 2
15 DP2EFHRS N
Effective hours for day period 2
16 DP3START A 4
Starting time for day period 3
17 DP3EFHRS N
Effective hours for day period 3
18 SECTDESCRIPT A 38
Section description
19 SECT_ACRES N
Acreage of creel lake section
20 STRATACOMM A 29
Comments on stratum
21 NHOLIDAY N
Number of weekend/holiday dates within the year period
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CTRIPSUM: Completed trip and supplementary data table.
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 CUCODE A 6
CREEL Universal Linking Code
2 TOTINT N
Total number of interviews both completed and incomplete trips
3 CTRIPTOT N
Total number of completed trip interviews
4 SPLITCTRIP# N
Total number of completed trip interviews split between consecutive day periods
5 BCTRIP# N
Total number of completed Boat trips
6 SCTRIP# N
Total number of completed Shore trips
7 XBCTHR N
Mean Hrs. Fished/Completed Boat Trip
8 SEXBCTHR N
Standard Error of field XBCTHR
9 TVXBCTHR N
T-value at 0.05 level for field XBCTHR
10 LCIXBCTHR N
Lower 95% Confidence interval of field XBCTHR
11 UCIXBCTHR N
Upper 95% Confidence interval for field XBCTHR
12 MINBCTRIP N
Minimum time (Hrs) fished for all completed Boat trips
13 MAXBCTRIP N
Maximum time (Hrs) fished for all completed Boat trips
14 XSCTHR N
Mean Hrs. Fished/Completed Shore Trip
15 SEXSCTHR N
Standard Error of field XSCTHR
16 TVXSCTHR N
T-value at 0.05 level for field XSCTHR
17 LCIXSCTHR N
Lower 95% Confidence interval of field XSCTHR
18 UCIXSCTHR N
Upper 95% Confidence interval of field XSCTHR
19 MINSCTRIP N
Minimum time (Hrs) fished for all completed Shore trips
20 MAXSCTRIP N
Maximum time (Hrs) fished for all completed Shore trips
21 XCTHR N
Mean Hrs. Fished/All Completed Trips
22 SEXCTHR N
Standard Error of field XCTHR
23 TVXCTHR N
T-value at 0.05 level for field XCTHR
continued...
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CTRIPSUM: Completed trip and supplementary data table (continued).
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
24 LCIXCTHR N
Lower 95% Confidence interval of field XCTHR
25 UCIXCTHR N
Upper 95% Confidence interval of field XCTHR
26 MINCTRIP N
Minimum hours fished for all completed trips
27 MAXCTRIP N
Maximum hours fished for all completed trips
28 XDISTRV N
Mean miles travelled-all parties
29 SEXDISTRV N
Standard Error of field XDISTRV
30 TVXDISTRV N
T-value at 0.05 level for field D XDISTRV
31 LCIXDISTRV N
Lower 95% Confidence interval of field XDISTRV
32 UCIXDISTRV N
Upper 95% Confidence interval of field XDISTRV
33 MINDIST N
Minimum miles travelled-all parties
34 MAXDIST N
Maximum miles travelled-all parties
35 NDIST N
Number of interviews reporting distance travelled to lake
36 XSUCCS N
Mean fishing success rating
37 SEXSUCCS N
Standard Error of field XSUCCS
38 TVXSUCCS N
T-value at 0.05 level for field XSUCCS
39 LCIXSUCCS N
Lower 95% Confidence interval of field XSUCCS
40 UCIXSUCCS N
Upper 95% Confidence interval of field XSUCCS
41 MINSUCCS N
Minimum fishing success rating
42 MAXSUCCS N
Maximum fishing success rating
43 NSUCCESS N
Number of interviews rating fishing success
44 NILLEGAL N
Number of interviews where creel clerk noted an illegal catch
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CSPSOUGT: Summary of all interviews by fish species sought
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 CUCODE A 6
CREEL Universal Linking Code
2 FASSP A 3
FAS Fish species code
3 NOINT N
Number of interviews reporting species sought
4 PCTTINT N
Percentage of total number of interviews analyzed
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
CPARTYSZ: Summary of angler party size information
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 CUCODE A 6
CREEL Universal Linking Code
2 PARTYSIZE N
Number of anglers per party
3 NBOATINT N
Number of boat interviews with that party size
4 NSHORINT N
Number of shore interviews with that party size
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric, (N)umeric
LEN = length of field in characters
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
DNTEXT: Creel code description table for field D_N from tables CIDTABLE, CSTRATA, and
CCOMMENT
FLD# COLUMN NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 DN A 1
Day or Night creel identification code (D-Day, N-Night)
2 DAYNIGHT A 5
Explanation of D_N codes
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric
LEN = length of field in characters
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
HCTEXT: Creel code description table for field H.C from table CCATCH
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 H_C A 1
Code identifying the record as either for fish (H)arvested or (C)aught
2 HARVEST CATCH A 7
Explanation of H_C codes
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric
LEN = length of field in characters
STATE FAS - CREEL Component
HRTEXT: Creel code description table for field H_R from table CLFREQ
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 H_R A 1
Code identifying the record as either a (H)arvested or (R)eleased record
2 HARVREL A 7
Explanation of H_R codes
TYPE = (A)Iphanumeric
LEN = length of field in characters
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STATE FAS - CREEL Component
SCTEXT: Creel code description table for fields DAYCOAL, WHCOAL, and MSCOAL from table CIDTABLE
FLD# FIELD NAME TYPE LEN
Field Description
1 MSCOAL A 1
Flag noting whether any main strata were coalesced in the analysis (C-Coalesced,
S-Retained all stratification)
2 DAYCOAL A 1
Flag noting day period coalescing (C-Coalesced, S-Stratification retained)
3 WHCOAL A 1
Flag noting the coalescing of day type (Weekday /Weekend-Holiday) stratum.
4 SCTEXT A 10
Explanation of Coalesced and Stratified codes
TYPE = (A)lphanumeric
LEN = length of field in characters
Appendix C. Updated Parameters for Stock Indices and Condition
Stock size, quality size, and parameters for standard weight for Wr and LeCren coefficient of
condition (Kn) (found in file CONDITION). a and b are parameters in the length-weight
relationship: log(W) = log(a)+b - log(L), where W is in grams and L in millimeters. Updated
stock and quality sizes are from Gabelhouse (1984). Updated Wr parameters are from Murphy,
et al. (1991). Kn parameters were taken from Carlander (1977). Updated parameters from Illinois
impoundments are derived in Chapter 2 of Aquatic Biology Technical Report 87/14.
Species Stock size Ouality size Relative weight LeCren's KN
code cm in cm in a b a b
BGB
BLB
BLC
BLG
CAP
CCF
FCF
FRD
GSF
GZS
LMB
NOP
RBT
RSF
SAR
SBH
SMB
STB
WAE
WHB
WHC
YEB
YEP
YLB
28
15
13
8
28
28
28
20
8
18
20
35
10
20
20
18
30
25
15
13
13
13
10
11
6
5
3
11
11
11
8
3
7
8
14
4
8
8
7
12
10
6
5
5
5
4
41
23
20
15
41
41
41
30
15
28
30
53
18
30
30
28
51
38
23
20
20
20
18
16
9
8
6
16
16
16
12
6
11
12
21
7
12
12
11
20
15
9
8
8
8
7
1.107E-5
2.410E-6
4.227E-6
3.819E-5
2.244E-6
6.982E-6
3.690E-6
1.535E-5
4.207E-6
2.965E-6
4.276E-6
6.397E-6
6.855E-6
3.581E-6
6.295E-6
1.040E-5
1.191E-5
3.524E-6
8.590E-6
2.280E-6
4.111E-6
3.092
3.345
3.316
2.859
3.243
3.082
3.208
3.056
3.170
3.273
3.059
3.098
3.227
3.157
3.139
3.055
3.007
3.180
3.081
3.332
3.230
3.600E-6
1.141E-5
1.361E-5
1.321E-5
1.544E-6
3.670E-6
8.517E-6
1.229E-5
4.109E-6
7.475E-6
3.976E-6
9.478E-6
1.501E-6
3.130
3.033
3.058
2.893
3.276
3.197
3.164
2.957
3.211
3.199
3.139
3.034
3.384
2.350E-5 2.871


